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ABSTRAC T
Levels of Art Development Among
Pres chool Children
by
Sally Lynn Miner, Master of Scienc e
Utah State University, 1970
Major Professor: Dr. Carroll Lamb ert
Departm ent: Family a nd Child Development
The problem which was investigated in this study was the influence
of a c hild development labora tory experience a nd the child's discriminatory
abil ities on the deve lopm ental level of children' s art productions.
Forty-eight children, three and four years of age, of whom 24 had
no prior experience, and 24 others had completed approximately six months
as participants in a child deve lopment laboratory, were included in the study.
All c hildre n were given a discrimi na tion task to establish the ir
indi vid ual levels of discriminatory abilities.
two with easel paint and two with crayons.

Each child painted four pictures,

Each painting was analyzed to

determine art content a nd level of development.
The findings indicated that discrimination ability does not appear
to be a n influential factor on the developmental level of children ' s art

creations a mong children of this age.

Children demonstrated more advanced

art stages when using crayons tha n when painting with tempra at the ease l.

Experie nce in the Child Development Laboratory exerted its strongest influence on the child's production of learned ar t forms, a lphabet letters and
numera ls.
It was concluded that a rt experie nces for three and four year old

children tend to be motoric a nd exploratory responses to the various med ia
in use by them . Howe ver, experience is also a factor in the developm ent
of children's art, in that the child's use of learned art forms is influenced
by an enric he d learnin g e nvironment.
(121 pages)

INTRODUCTION

In observing the art work of m any child ren in Whi te, Indian a nd
Eski mo cultures, the author became aware of both the similiarities a nd differe nces in children's pictorial representations . In Alaska, Esk imo c hil dren like to draw dog sleds.

In Shonto , Ar izona, Navajo c hild ren draw hoga ns,

and in r ura l Uta h , White c hildren might draw pigs.

Thes e ite m s, dog s leds,

hogans a nd pigs, are peculiar to that environment and rarely found in either
of the other two areas.

However, the children in all three areas like t.o draw

s nowm en a nd square houses.
During a lecture by Dr. Carroll Lamber t , concernin g childre n 's
art, it occurred to the author that children spend lbe first years of lbe ir
lives scribbling before they even atte mpt pictoria l representations.

What

was known about the stages of youn g c hildren's ar t development ? Was there
a pattern of development whi ch is cons istently followed by all children ? In
undertaking this study, the author sought to find what can be learned from
a nd a bout young c hild ren's art work .

Stateme nt of the Problem

Art activities have long been an estab lished part of the presc hool
curriculum.

The purposes of such activities have been to supply c hildre n

with a media (paint , crayons, clay) with whi c h to explore, to exper im ent ,
and to expres s emotions.
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It is believed that children's art deve lops through general s tages

(Kellogg, 1967, 1969; Lowenfeld a nd Brittai n , 1970; Eng, 1931).

Kellogg

id entifies a developmental process t.hrough Scribble, Place ment, Implied
Shape, Outline, Structured Forms, Early Pictorial and Later Pictoria l
Stages.
Both Kellogg (1967) , as well as Lowe nfeld and Brittain (1970) feel
that childre n e nter the Scribble Stage around age two (or earlier) and mo ve
on into the representational stage around the age of four .

Lowenfeld a nd

Brittain further sta te that the progression through the Scribble Stage can be
seen as a re fl ection of the child's physical, emotiona l, and to some extent
his inte llec tua l developm ent.
Tha t U1e stages of c hildren's art development are believed to be a n
ind ex of intelle ctua l ability is further demons trated by the usage of the
Goodenough Draw-A-Man Test (Good e nough, 1927 a nd Harris , 1963), which
has bee n incorporated into Evanston Early Identification Sca le o r the Me tropolitan Readiness Scal e a nd is used in ma ny publi c school syste m s.

A kind er -

garten child who draws a man a nd includes all body parts properly located is
be lieved to be better prepared for schoo l than the "hi gh-risk" c hild who will
only draw portions of a m an a nd often mi s locate the body parts .
Preschool age is the period in a ch ild 's life when he will progres s
ra pidly through the variou s Scribble Stages, Shape a nd Des ign Stages into the
Representa tiona ! Stage.

Preschoo l age is also a ti m e whe n a rt activi ties are

ge ne r a lly unstructured , allowing the child a degree of fre e-exploration a nd
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free-expression .

Therefore, it seems that a child's a rt work, the stage he

is presently at in his art developm ent, could be an ind icator of such things
as a child's readiness to begin and/ or progress into intellectual, conceptual
and perceptua l deve lopmental tasks.

Art work may be an indicator of th

child's readiness to begin tasks requiri ng finer discriminatory abilities, or
it might simply be an indicator of the degre e of physical maturity the child

ha s reached.

Objectives

Although many questions need to be asked and investigated concerning the developmental stages of art, this study will be limi ted to the following:
1.

To investigate if a child's preschool experience affects the rate
at which he progresses from one art stage t.o the next.

2.

To investigate the correl ation between the child's stage of art
development and his ability to perform finer discriminatory
tasks.

3.

To investigate any differences in a rt stages a child may demonstrate when painting with a brush at an easel and when coloring
at the table with crayo ns.

4.

To provide the author and reader with more general information
concer ning children's art work a nd children 's ab ili ty to perform
discrimination t.asks.
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Hypo the s e s

The hy potheses to be exa m ined in thi s s tudy a re a s follows:
1.

Tho se child ren who have been in the Uta h State University Child
Developme nt Laboratory for lon ge r period of time will de monstra te more ad vanced s tages of a rt deve lopment than c hildren
who have bee n in the La bo ra tory for a shorter period of time .

2.

Chlldre n in more adva nced s ta ges of art development will be
a bl e to wo rk through more com pli ca ted discr iminatory tasks
than children in earlie r stages of art de velopme nt.

3. Chlld ren demon s trate a m ore ad vanc ed stage of art developm e nt
when us ing cr ayons tha n when pa inting a t the easel with a brush
and tempra pain t.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Physical, Visual, Perceptual Cogna tive Developm ent

Physical maturation and visual development
The cerebellum of an infant grows rapidly from six months of age
to eighteen months of age, according to Breckenridge a nd Murphy (1964).
By the tim e the child reaches the age of five years, the cerebellum is a lmost
full size .

The brain waves have become small er and faster because the child

has become more aware of, and is paying closer attention to, hi s surroundings.
Abo ut this time, the ch ild becom es physically, linguistically and relatively
soc ia lly independent.

Gesell, Ilg and Bullis (1949) term the fifth year of a

child' s life the "nodal" year.

They state that at age five a child reaches a

m aturity leve l which marks both the beginning and the e nd of growth epochs.
Perfection in eye control develops rapid ly from birth a nd particularly
from two months on.

By the time an infant is e ight montbs old, his eye move-

ments are well coordinated (Breckenridge and Murphy, 1964) .
is short and s hallow and farsightedness is very no rmal.

The eyeba ll

By age two , a c hild's

eye control a nd abil ity to see is as perfect as a n a dults, however, as the child
grows, the eyeball increases in diameter and reaches adu lt dimension abo ut
age six .
Perceptional de pth and distance occur gradually as both eyes begin
to focus on an image through binocular vision and fuse what both eyes see
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into one image.

De Hirsch, Jansky a nd Langford (1966) state that lack of

binocular vision farsightedness a nd eye -mus cle imbalance are usually associated
with readi ng disorders.

However, mild visual variations in eye move ments

and eye-musc le imbalance do not interfere with reading as this is a pe rc eptual
function involving central processes.

As Kellogg (1969, p. 11) states: "Per-

ceptual organization is s omething that originates as a physiologic c harac te ristic of the nervous system. "
Gesell, ll g and Bullis (1949) tell us that during the preschool years
the eyes are comin g into effective relationship to rapidly c hanging motor
equipment.

The vi s ual functions are coo r dinated with locomotive , manipula-

tive, lingui s ti c , ada ptive, personal a nd soc ia l development.

By age three,

the "organi zing age," eye-ha nd acti viti es are mo re unified, a c hild ".
ca n displace his ha nds withou t rivetin g his eyes on the task; his eyes can take
a more directive role and they may rove inspectiona lly without associated
head moveme nts." (Gesell, llg and Bullis, 1949, p . 107) The three year old
can plan a head, is in teres ted in the wholeness of things, needs simplification
of en vironm e nt, and does not perce ive bilateral things as a whole.

Ma ny of

th e anxieties a child has at this age, because of his inability to control hi s
e nvironm e nt s m oo thly, s tem from imma ture vis ual -motor o r ientations . But
by age four, a c hild can take in a whole situation in a flash of perc e ption.
There is more symmetry in his motor pa tte rns.
Whereas Gesell, In g and Bullis (19 49 ) fe el a c hild is fluid a t age four,
by age five he is "in focus." By age five the c hild can s ingle out s pec ific
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details or familiar features without los ing a n awa r e ness of the total entity,
but until age s ix , Milner (1967) states , perceptua l errors are frequ ent .
According to Milner (1967) all basic loco motor and manipulative skills are
a pparently ac quirable by a ge s ix.
Gesell, Ing and Bull is (1949), Milner (1967), and Breckenridge and
Murphy (1964) all a gree that up to age six a childs' eyes are still developing,
changing, a nd phys ically maturing .

P erceptual/cognitive deve lopm e nt
There are many philo sophies, theori es and studies c urrently being
developed concerning the relations llip between perceptual and cognitive developm ent and the relationship of both of these to discrimination .
Breckenridge and Mu rphy (1964) s tate that perception deve lops from
awareness, to awareness with mea ning.

Jean Piage t is perhaps the most quoted man in the field of cognitive
psychology (Flavell, 19 63; Ma ier, 1965 ; Milner, 1967; De Hirsch, Jansky and
Langford , 1966; Lansing, 1966 ; and Jersild, 1968).
seri es of stages of cognitive development.
from birtl1 to about two years o f age.

Piaget has described a

The sensory-motor period ex ists

Around two years of age the child is be-

li eved to move into the "pre-operational stage" which lasts until approximately
age seven . Between the ages of seven and e le ven the child is going through a
stage Piaget terms "'concrete operations ," and around the age of e leve n the
child enters the phase of "formal ope rations. "
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According to Maier (1965) Piaget feels that cognitive hum a n behavior
has to be conceived as a combination of maturation, experience, socia l transmission, a nd equilibration (s e lf-regulation of cognitive adaptation).

Lansing

(1966) labe ls Piaget's stages of cognitive developm e n t as (1) "perceptual
images": the images we have as we look at an object, (2) "represe ntatio nal
images ;" those images we retain after the expe rience w ith a n object has
passed, (3) "conceptual schemas ;" this is the reten tion of information about
an object in the mind in the form of words .
Milner (1967) agrees with Lansing's (1966) and Maier's (196 5) interpretation of Piaget's cognitive d ve lopm ent theory but s he ties this portion of
his theory back to the preconceptual a nd intuitive phases of the concrete operationa! stage of the two to four year old as follows:

r., Piaget 's schema, two to fo ur years co mpr ises the first,
"preconceptual," phase of the "concrete operations" stage, the
second one in the development of intelligence. This phas e consists
of three successive, overlapping developments : construction of
m ental symbols or images which represen t oft-repeated action
schemata; capacity to distinguis h between the name of an object
a nd the object its e lf as a result of imitation (acco mmodation) and
imaginati ve play (assimilation); proj ection of a l ready developed
symboli c schemata onto new objects a nd s itua tion s a nd beginnings
of a tendency to identify self, or parts of own body, with others a nd
with things; beginning of genuin e com muni cati ve language, acqu is ition
of a me ntal picture of topo logical space , although im agery s till lags
behind a physica lly direct, sensorimotor, a pproach to the exter na l
world at this period. (Milner, 1967, p. 219)
Di scri mina tion in relationship to perception
a n d cogniti ve development
Milner (1967) supports Piaget stating that fro m age two to age six,
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as a young c hild matures , his impro ved memory, combined with the ability
to take cues from sensory sources, increases his ability to perform detailed
and complex perceptual discrimination tasks.
DeHirsch,

Jansky and Langford (1966) feel that children are chal-

l enged by puzzles because they have a great deal of difficulty identifying a
figure on a s trongly patterned background.
Bruner, Oliver a nd Greenfield (1966) seem to agree with De Hirsch,
Jansky a nd Langford (1966) a nd adds that young children are ill equipped
to reconstruct a picture from parts to a whole.

They state that children

need to achieve "serial in tegrity" in the way figures are viewed.

The child

often helps himself with "serial integrity" by tracing forms with hi s finger.
Witkin (1962) found that it is easie r for a t hree year old c hild to
pick a figur e from a camouflaged background i f the object is fa mili ar or
meanin gful and if the child can manipulate the object.
DeHirsch,

Jansky and Langford (1966) further state that even at

ki nd ergarten age, children's visual-percep tual functioning is often fluid and
o ften no thin g on the printe d pa ge sta nd s out.

Figure-ground difficulties have

been observed to play a role in reading disorders of elementary sc hool children.
Concern in g younger children, Brun er, Oliver and Greenfield (1966)
states:
young children have greater diffi culty in notic ing deta il ed
differences between pictures, as if they we r e att ending to mo re
general features of objects around them.
. on occasion
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children also respor£1 to very sma ll details in attempting to
recogni ze and match design--but only to one detail at a time
(Bruner, Oliver, and Greenfield, 1966, p. 24)
Some say c hildhood perception is globa l while others believe children
are overly sensitive to sma ll single cues.

Bruner, Oliver and Greenfield (1966 ,

p. 23(feels that one reason a young child's perceptual attention is highly unstable and is easily distracted is because he is a "victim of shifting vividness
and of the novelty of the environment. "
Breckenridge and Murphy (1964) found that infants enjoy patterns
more than plain bright colors, however perception of s ize, shape, and depth
in patterns is still being perfected in the preschool years.

They suggest that

four and five year olds enjoy matching ga mes because of their interest in
accurate visual details.

They add to statements by Bruner, Oliver and

Greenfield (1966) that if a child is free to manipulate a nd explore materials,
this added experience gives meaning to the material, which makes a child's
perception more co mpl ete.
ln a study by Potter (1966) people from age four to adult age were

asked to identify objects in a set of ten pictu res in progressing stages of focus.
The first of the ten pictures was bad ly blurred and eac h of the following pictures was in clearer focus than the previous one.

Potter (1966 , p. 132) found

that "at age four the identity of an objec t is not fully separated from ones own
experiences; this lack of differentiation precludes an active discriminatory
matching process." Potter (1966) conclud ed, how ever, that the "span of integration" increases with age.
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De mber (1960) , who has done numerous perception stud ies with adults ,
found that the dis tance be tween the sti muli and the retina is important.

As

dista nce between the stimuli of the retina increases, the neural summation decreases . He states that detection a nd discrimination are a joint function of
the properties of the stimulus a nd the chnracte ristics of the receptor syste m .
Falk 's (196 8) s tudies found that diffe rences in the rate of l earning of
discrimination tasks by c hild ren are s ignificantly inlluenced by the dimensionality of the stimuli, even when tactua l a nd kinesthetic cues we re add ed to
visua l cues during the learning period.

He adds , however, that usin g only

visual c ues re tarded learning, espec ia lly when the task was related to size
discrimination .

Four year olds learned to discriminate between stereometric

(three-dim ention al) obj ects fas test, and two dimentional patte rns the s lowest.
This co ins ides with Gesell , llg and Bulli s (1949) findings that three year olds
ha ve discr imina tion difficulti es with bilatera l objects.
Scholnick , Os le r and Katzene lle nbogen (196 8) found that ex perience with
s imple discrimination tasks facilitates perform a nce in concept lea rning.

This

exper ience with perceptua l familiarization may be a key factor in promoting
positive transfer.

Blum (19 57 ) found that s ize es timation of an obj ec t is

inllu encecl by the va lue of the objec t to the c hild.

The size of valued objects

was accentua ted by the pe r ce iver .
Sc holnick, Osler and Kat zene ll enbogen (196 8) also found in their studies
that initi a lly low er-clas s children have lower per formance on discrimination
tasks than middl e-c lass c hildren.

Howe ver, a fter training, ne ither soc ia l
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class nor I. Q. affect performance . Low er-class children may have more
diffi culty with simple dis crimination tasks than middle-class child ren beca us e the middl e -class c hildren are ini tially more fa miliar with the stim ulus
m ateria l s.

The study went on to state that low er -class children could often

handle complex problems mo re adequately tha n middle-class childr en .
. . . the solution of concept pr oblems, which requires skill in making inductive infere nce s, may not ord inarily fall within the r ealm
of experience of children from any social background. Hence it is
possible that a ll subjects come to concep t tasks equa lly unprepared. (Scholnick, Os ler and Katzenelle nbogen, 1968, p. 25)
The authors fe lt that much of the social class varia nce in performance may
r e fl ect the behavior of s ubjects of the extre mes of the distribution.
Culture does have a n influence upon visua l pe rception, accordin g to
Sega l , Campbell and Hers ko vits (1966 ). Segal , Ca mpbell and Herskovits
(196 6, p. 39) asks if words c r eate perc e ptions or if perceptions create words.
"Differe nt people organize the world differe ntly in accord with cultura l fo rces
r a ther tha n in a manner di cta ted by its intrinsic structure."
Ha llowell (1966, p. 168) agrees that".

the hum an organism be-

co mes selecti ve ly sensitized to certain arr ays of stimuli rather than others
as a function of the individua l' s membership in one c ultural group, rather than
a nother
Segal, Campbell a nd Hers kovits (1966) adds that a lthough there is
not a lot of evide nce that culture influences perception, there is enough evidence to indicate that differences in perception do exist and that thes e differences are cultura lly mediated due to experiences rather than biological
d i ffere nccs a mon g cultural groups .
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Child ren 's Art Deve lopm e nt

B ioloey and art
Morris (196 2}, Kell ogg (19 69 ) , A,-nhe im (19 60). and Alschule r a nd
H<1ltw ic k (1 947) a ll fee l that the or i gi n a nd use of color , line, form a nd space
s te ms to pre hi s tory through infra-hum a n p rim ates a nd primitive man .
Mon·is (1962) cond ucted extensive exper im e nts with c himpanz ies in
whic h he s howed tha t if a c himpa nzie is gi ven a drawing tool over a pe ri od o r
two years, hi s a rt will progress through var ious stages of sc ribblin g refi ne m e nt.
The c himpa nz ies ca me close to draw ing diagra ms such as circles and s quares,
but never beyond that point.

Mo st or the c h impa n z ie's dra wings could no t be

differenti a ted from the sc rib ble drawings or two a nd three yea r old c hildr e n .
Ke llogg (1 969) c ites a r c heologists Herbe rt Kuhn a nd Segfried Giedion
a nd dis c usses num emus s imilarities between primitive art a nd lhe beginning
s tages of <' hildre n' s art.

Th ey s uggest tha t be ginning a rt is a biologi ca l fea ture

in a c hild's make-up.

Deve lopm e ntal stages of a rt
Tomlinson (1934) be li eves th a t ch ild re n draw naturally for the ir own
pl easure.

He goes on to s tate :

a ll a utho r iti es agree that c hild ren, in their reactions to art ,
pass through certain stages of d eve lopmen t. These may be br ie fly
s tated as follows : First , the stage of ma nipul a tion whi c h occup ies
the first two or three yea r s . Seco nd, the stage of c hild-sy mboli s m
whic h norma lly lasts up to the sixth or e ighth year. Third . the
s tage of pseudo •·ea li sm, a t r a nsi t iona l s tage which com es between
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the ages of eight to eleven years . Fourth , the stage of rea li za tion
and awakening. (Tomlinson, 1934, p. 14)
Alschuler and Hattwick (1947) believe children go through stages they
ca ll scribbling--a period of manipulation, first experimen tation with line and
form, a nd re p resentation, or the capac it~ lo organize .
Lowenfe ld and Brittain (1970) divided the development of c hildre n 's
ar t into s imilar stages which they title Scribbling at a ges two through four,
Presche malic at ages four to seven and Schem atic fro m age seven to nine.
Kellogg's (1955, 1967, 1969) extensive ana lysis of young c hildren' s
art describes the Scribble stage first (ages two through four), the Diagr a m
stages which occur about ages three a nd four a nd r e la ted Sun Im ages occurring about ages three to five which lead inlo people drawings at ages four
a nd five a nd the beginning of the Pic torial s1<1.ge a bout age four or fi ve.
Durin g the 1920's, Dr. Helga Eng (1931) kept a deta iled account
of the d raw ing developme nt of her niece from ten months of age into the upper
gr ades of school.

She felt that regul ated development follows steps of

Scribbling, Formula Drawing (naming scribbles, and tryin g to put scribb les
into forms), Flat pictures and Pers pecti ve drawing.
While Lowenfeld and Brittain (1970) have broke n scribbles down into
three categories: Disordered, Controlled a nd Nam ed scribbles, Eng (19 31)
was more specific in stating that wavy scribbling is the fi rst fundamental form
drawn , the n c irc ular scribb les, zigzags, lines , crosses , s traight lines a nd
other s ingle lines a nd forms.
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Aschuler and Hattwick (1947) agree with Eng (1931) that curves
precede s traight strokes in c hildre n' s art deve lopm ent.
strokes are s hort , broke n a nd scat tered.

A child's first

The wavey scribbles precede

vertica l or straight-lines and circles are mad e before squares or other
a ngula r forms.

Aschuler and Hattwick (19 47) state that three to three

and-a-ha lf year old boys ha ve more of a tendency towards drawing vertical
lines than do girls.

Four and four-and -a-half year old girls have a tend e ncy

towards a partial swing stroke.
According to Lansin g (1966) , P ia get also observed loops, circulars
and whirls to be a c hild 's earliest scr ibbl es .
Kellogg (1955, 1967a, 1967b , 1969 , 1970) has spent a considerable
amount of time ana lyzing and categor izing the scr ibbled pictures in her
collection of over 500,000 d raw in gs by c hHdren . Ke llogg (1969 , p. 14-15)
states tha t "the basic scribbles are twenty kind s of markings that a re ma de
by two-year olds and even younger chi ld ren.
are the buildi ng blocks of art .

. . the Twenty Basic Scribbles

. " (Kellogg's Twenty Basic Scribbles are

li sted on pa ge 41 of this thesis.) Kellogg (1969) feels that there are no studies
to r eally substantiate whi ch lin e s , c urves or scribbles appear first, but s he
seems to think that vertical, hori zonta l , diagonal a nd c ircular (or curved)
lines are mo st ea sily drawn .

Further

. Scribbles comprise a ll marks that are made by spontaneous
moveme nt with or without the control of the eyes .
eve ry
drawing, pattern , shape, design, pictorial, or language symbol
can b e broken down into Scribble components, that is, into basic
lin e e le ments. (Kellogg, 1969 , p. 18)
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Scribbling, a physical activity
Kellogg (1969), Aschuler and Hattwick (1947), Lowenfe ld and Britta in
(1970) and Eng (1931) agree that scribbling is a result of muscular activity

without visual guidance or intentional motor control.
E ng (19 31) observed that a ch1ld feels pleas ure in seeing and fee lin g
movements in his hands .

Brittain (1969) quotes the dissertation of Harla n H.

Ha lloday who found that a child usually chose one crayon of a co lor whic h contrasted with the paper and stuck with the one instrument.

He further discovered

that the type of grip a child has on a c r ayon follows a developm ental pa ttern
from various grips with little control at age two to a normal adult controlled
gTip by age five .
Aschulcr a nd Hattw ick (1947) term scr ibbling as a stage of re lative ly
involuntary move ments.

Ea r li e st eas el paintings are done in a r hy thmic back

a nd forth swing.
Lowenfeld and Brittain 's (1970) three levels of scribbling are primarily based on maturation.
Disordered
s cribbles are not attempts at po rtraying
the visual environment. To a great exte nt the scribbles them se l ves
are based upon the physical and psyc hological de velopm ent of the
c hild .
A child will be fasc inated with his activity and enjoy
these m arks both as motions and as a record of kinesthe tic activity.
(Lowenfeld a nd Brittain, 1970 , p. 91 -9 2)
At this age they becom e intently engrossed in drawing , but " .

at this

stage the child 's intentions do not go beyond the movements of his crayon, and
his e njoym e nt is essentially from the kinesthetic se nsation a nd mastery. "
(Lowenfeld and Brittain, 197 0 , p. 96)
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The "Naming of Scribbles " indicates that a child is beginning to
change from kinesthetic thinking to imaginative thinking.
around the age of three.

This usually occurs

The scribbles are still m eaningless for adul ts, but

they ha ve real meaning for the chi ldren who do the drawings.
About age four, as preschematic or early pictorials begin to evolve,
marks a nd scribbles are losing their relationship to bodily movement.
m arks are now controlled and related to vis ual objects.

The

This is the beginning

of graphic communication.

Art development in relationshJp to visual,
cognitive, and perceptual maturation
Kellogg (1969), quotes Brain as say ing that perceptions are the receipt
of information abou t the external world whJch is handled by the nervous system
as coded e lectrical impuls es . Conceplions are thoughts, ideas , opinions,
or mental patterns based mainly on perceptions.

Conceptions a lso can be

based on previously held conceptions .
According to Lowen feld and Brittain (1970) , perceptual growth stems
from a child's increas ing awareness.
Children who are rarely affected by perce ptual experiences show
little ability to observe and little awareness of differences in
objects.
The cultivation and growth of our senses is an im portant part of the art experience. (Lowenfeld and Brittain, 1970,
p. 27 -28)

Concerning vision, Lowenfeld and Brittain (1970) state that the child
who is s till in the disordered stage of sc ribbling has no visual control over
his scribbling.

This is "

an indication that he is not yet ready to per-

form tasks that require fine motor contro l over his movements. " (Lowe nfe ld
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a nd Brittain, 1970, p. 93) By the controlled stage of scribbling, the c hild
discovers he is beginning to be able to coord inate his visual a nd motor deve lopm ent.

The importance of the chan ges which have taken place when a c hild be -

gins nam in g his sc r ibble can be understood when we realize, that
. . . as adults, most of our thinking is in terms of mental pictures.
If we try to think back in our own memory as far as we can , our
memory will carry us no further than this na ming of scribbling
stage. It is at this point , then , that the child develops a basic for
visua l retention. (Lowenfeld and Brittain , 1970 , p. 96 -97)
Kellogg (1969 , p. 7) states that "visual interes t is a n esse ntial compo ne nt of scribbling." She suggests that sc ribbling offers a possible record
for mo re clearly understanding a child' s developi ng vision and m ental processes.

At age two, children scribble without vis ual guidance .

. when

scribbles are made with eye control , they y ield a n imm ens e range of vis ua l
e ffec ts

. " (Kellogg, 1969, p. 18)
Kellogg (1970) fe els that scribblin g is a self-preparation for readin g.

Children teach themselves to draw people and h·ees by age six.

At this same

time, the bra in has reached its full grow th and therefore most child ren are
ready to learn to r ead.

They now usc their skill with the lines they made

scri bbling to wri te letters; they can see a nd remember which lines are needed
to put le tters together . In other words, when a c hild be gins to draw pictorials
he is phys i ca lly ready to read a nd write, a nd spontaneous and free scribbling
deve lops the mind a nd prepares children to read a nd write . At present,
Ke llogg (1970) holds after-school art sess ions for retarded r eaders in San
Francisco area.

She ha s designed her own read in g program and has found
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that this program, combined with art sessions a llowi ng the childre n free
expression, is improving their reading ab ili ty.
Arnhcim (1966) found that eve n when a c hild has achi eved visual and
moto 1· eontrol in hi s art work, he draws a n object 11·hi c h he can see the sa me
way he draws that same object from memory.

The abs tractn ess in c hildre n 's

d1·awings occur on a perce ptual level because chi ldre n grasp globa l characteristics first and individual characteristics later.
a pictorial representation is neither a copy nor a manipul atio n
of a perceptua l concept. Und oubtedly, the young c hild who draws
the ci rcle sees more than s heer round edness when he look s a t a
human head. Before he can draw at a ll, he is capable of di stinguishing d ifferent people from eac h other. The perceptual pattern is refined beyond a nythin g indicated by the c hild' s drawing. Nor can the
difference between what is pe rceived and what is produced on paper
s impl y be expla ined as a lack of technical cra ftsm a nship . By a nd
large, the youn g child, and cerk1.in ly the pr imiti ve artist. a lready
possesses enough motor ski ll and visua l control to produce the image he intends to. A child may not be ab le to draw a perfect circ le,
but as a ru le he ac hi eves eno ugh of a n approximation to make his
intention quite clear to the spectator. The circle
is a fairly
exact representation of what the craftsman meant to produce.
(Arnhe im , 1966, p. 34)
Arnhcim (1960) further tells us that young c hildre n pay little attention
to orien tation ; they do not mind looking at a picture upside down.

Orientation

and unified space concepts do not seem important to a child until about age
six.

He feels thi s might be a n effect of the still developin g nenous system.
A study by Lewis a nd Livson (1967) found that from first grade (a ge

six) up to sixth grade, there was successive discove ry of increasingly adequatt• mc:ms of depicting three dimentional spatial relations.

La nsing (1966)

ft'el s ihat eleme ntary art teachers cou ld use Piagc t's suggestions a nd provide
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perceptual games and activities to develop a child's concept of space.

The "Naming Sta ge"
Lowenfeld and Brittain (1970) call the final scribble stage the "Na ming Stage" (which occurs between ages three and four) because even though the
actual content of the scribbles have changed little in form, the child is talking
about the scribbles and they have m eaning to him and to his growing awar eness
of his relationship to the world around him.
Aschuler and Hattwick (1947) say that prior to age four or fiv e, children rarely name pictures even though it expresses something they deeply
feel because they do not have the words to verbalize what they think or feel.
On the other hand, Eng (1931) found that her niece and nephew began
to talk about and label their pictures as soon as they could talk.
In a study by Brittain (1969) , comments a nd conversations of four

year old child ren were recorded while they were painting and drawing.

It

was felt that children do not have a preconceived notion of an end product
when they begin work on a picture.
child's thinking process.

The picture is actually a record of the

As he works and ta lks, lines and forms change.

The

c hild may start with one line which is to be a tree. As he talks, it becomes
a ladder and soon it is a fire tower.

The c hild do es not capture a moment in

time, but a series of changes through time.

It was found that "Children had

difficulty in recognizing their own paintings the day after they were completed . "
(Brittain, 1969, p . 17) Brittain theor izes that e ither the completed images
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were no t c lear to the children or they were unab le to retain the image.
The adul t's role, accord ing to Brittain (1969) , is tha t of a passive
li stener.

He found tha t the length of time a child s tuck with a project in-

creased when an adult was present.

Brittai n (1969, p. 23) feel s that" ' Wha t

is it ?' as ked in a nonthreatening fas hion , is the most important thing a
Nursery Sc hool teacher can say." It seems that interest expr essed in this
manner ge ts and keeps the child more involved in the d r awing process.

The crayon a nd easel paint m e dium~ a nd
the use of color in young children's art
Lowe nfe ld and Brittain (1970) state that the type of picture a child
produces depe nd s a great deal on the materials a vailable to him.
J effers on (1964) s tates that many people r ecommend reducing a rt to
separate activities in which they deal with only one thing at a time . She goes
on to say that there is no ev idence proving that one thing at a time in a n a rt
experie nce he lps a c hild concentrate on and mas te r one activity at a time.
Br itta in (1969) feels that a variety o f art materia l s may stand in the
way of express ion.
Pe rhaps the valu e of any art ma terial is the opportunity it
provides the child to develop strategies to conceptualize a nd ex press the relationship he has developed with his e nvironment .
(Brittain , 1969, p . 24)
Mas tery of a few materials is more important than messing with a whole range
of proj ects.

He states tha t

a good deal of the painting done at the easel seem ed
to be more manipulative in nature tha n representative of a ny scene
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or idea . . . perhaps because of the nature of the materia l which
requires more concentration and control . . Colo r a nd tactile
quality of paint seems to be a n enjoyable expe rience in itse lf .
(Brittain , 1969 , p. 18)
When study in g art a nd personality, Aschuler and Hattwick (19 47 )
seemed to think easel paints were a

m ~' dium

direc tly associated with ex-

pression of feelings and ther e fore was enjoyed most by three year old s.

The

c hild ren a l so appeared to enjoy color as part of the media not jus t because
it was a certa in color.
By age five, crayons were used more because thi s is an age of more
controll ed be havior , realistic interest in the outside world , concern with conforming and a co ncern to express ideas and com muni ca te with others .
Studies b y Corcoran (1954) :Lnd Br un son (1967) demonstrate that three
and four year old children do not express color preferences in their easel
pa inting.

Gesell, Dg and Bullis (1949) sta te that two year olds prefer red;

two and a half year olds prefer yellow a nd three year olds prefer blue.
Aschuler and Hattwick (1947) state that a n interest in color pla cement a nd discrimination mixing of co lo r s increases with age .

Findings by

both Arschuler a nd Hattwick (1947 and Child, Han se n and Hornbeck (19 68 )
state that there is a n inc reased inter est i1i and usage of cool colors at all
ages .
Color disc riminatio n a nd matching was a n important part of Montessori 's
program (Montesorri , 1914), but this was accomplished through a structured
perceptual developm ent program and not in a free-expression ar t s ituation.
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Using young childre n' s art as measures
of intelligenc e , as I ndicators of perso na lity and emotional problems a nd as
a means of teaching
In the forties, Asc huler and Hattw ick (1947) did extens ive work study in g c hildre n 's art work as an indicator of e motiona l stab il ity.

Usin g background

info rmation on c hildren , they a na lyzed eve ry aspect of a child's picture , color,
mass, Jines, form, m edia preference, etc., a nd designed a n extens ive scal e
to use in determining a ch ild's e motiona l health through hi s art work .
Machover (1949) designed a means of discerning aspects of a c hild 's
personality by analyzing tha t child' s drawings of a huma n fig'ltr e . She fe ll that
there was " . .

a n intimate tie betwee n the figure drawn and the personality

of the individua l who was doing the drawi ng." (Mac hov er , 19 49, p. 4)
Goodenough (1926) a nd later Harr is (1963 ) developed a means of
determining the inte llectual potential of children l.hro ugh an analysis of the ir
human figur e drawings.
Kopp itz (1968) built on the work of Asc huler a nd Hattwich (19 47) ,
Mac hover (19 49 ), Goodenou gh (1926), and Harris (1963) by des ignin g a
m eans of us in g c hildren 's Huma n Figure Drawings for psychological eva luation s.

She was ca r e ful, how ever , to note that when a child produces a pic-

ture in a c lini cltl situation, it represents a graphic form of communication
be tw ee n the c hild a nd the psychologist.

These drawings are differ e nt from

spontaneous drawings by the same child.
Ballard (1911 ) and Denni s (1966), however , found that c hild re n in differe nt c ultures may draw people and other objec ts a little differently.
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The evaluaticns by Koppitz (1968), Aschuler and Hattwick (1947),
Machover (1949) , Goodenough (1926) and Harris (1963) all deal with children
after the scribble stage and at the onset of early pictorial drawing.

Harris

(1963) felt that youn;; c11adrens' enjoy ment of scribbling is largely motoric .

Human Figure Drawing was usually the first attempt at pictorial represent::tt i<• n.

It was felt that these drawing express the child's early interest in

and concern with the people around him.
Ke llogg (1969) attacks all tests which use children's art for the basis
of determining intelligence or personality . She agrees that the child's natural
system of drawing does reveal some conceptual and perceptual abi lities, but
asking children to draw a huma n figure does not take into consideration the
influence of children's spontaneous art.
The evaluations erroneously assume that the child's art work
gives reliable evidence of what the child has observed in the world
about him, and that his drawings record his observations adequately
and thus indicate degrees of intelligence.
If art is to be used
as a test, the artistic aspects of child work cannot be disregarded;
instead they must be part of the basis of test construction. Every
child can identify a house or dog long before he can draw one.
Pictorial capacity, other than in childlike es thetic form, does not
exist until the child is trained to substitute an adult's idea of how
lines "should be drawn" for his own highly developed and natural
ideas about drawing. If the capacity for such training measures
intelligence, most adults lack it, for few can draw according to
the standards in the minds of those who have devised the art mental tests. (Kellogg , 1969, p. 188-189 )
Copy-work has also been used to study young children's stages of
intellectua l and cognitive developm ent as well as a means of reinforcing
concepts.

In a study of form reproduction a mong preschool children,
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Graham and Berman (1960) found that the ability to reproduce forms increases
with age.
Accord ing to Lansing (1966), P ia get found three year olds, when asked
to copy a s hape, often just scribbled.

He found that three and four year olds

could copy irregular circle s . Triangles , crosses a nd squares were a ll drawn
as irregular c irc les.

He concluded that the earlies t aspects of form c hildre n

could conceive a nd draw were topological.
De Hirsch , Jansky a nd La ngford (1966) rem ind us that much tim e is
spent in ki ndergarte n helping children to recognize a nd to reproduce various
forms and s hapes . She feels that such training serves to famili ari ze c hildren
with visual - motor experienc es.
Russel and Waugam an (1952) , Kello gg (1969 ) , Pearce (1965),
Jefferson (196 4), Aschuler and Hattwick (19 47) a nd Lowenfeld and Brittain
(1970) s uggest that children's creative a nd na tural artistic abilities poss ibly
are in da nger of be ing blocked a nd s tiffl ed when a dults ask the m to copy forms,
reproduce likenesses, or stay within the lines of s tenc ils or coloring book
pictures.
P ea rce (196 5, p. 2) s tates that copy work places " .

. a ll the e mpha s is

on the finishe d produc t with complete disregard fo r the process es of see ing ,
dis cover ing, a nd making (creating new rela tions hips) ." And Ke llogg (1969)
fee ls tha t
Adults who encourage copywork and who forbid s pontaneous
scribbling may harm th child 's development in l earning as well as
in art .
. the child who has frequent opportunity to draw without
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ad ult interference learns faster and increases his cognitive ability
more than he would if he were denied the oppo rtunity. (Kellogg,
1969, p. 100)
Lowenfeld and Brittain (1970, p. 51) caution that art instruction
which includes activities is " .

worse than no art at all. "

Eng (1931) quotes E. T. Cooke as beli eving that t eac hers start art
instruction with goemetrical shapes a nd angles.

He feels children want to

draw many lines and d islike being confined to one line.
Mon tessori (Plank, 1966), on the other ha nd, fe lt creativity was
stopped if children did not learn art techniques.

According to Gaitskill a nd

Spalding (1959), children need to be given skills for creativity,
Aeristic expression never emerges from a void.
Any artisti c expression worthy of the name re flects the thoughts
and fe e lings of the author. His thoughts and feelings are the
result of his reaction to his experienc es. (Gaitskill and
Spalding, 1959, p. 6)
a nd any person designing a program of art instruction must keep this in
mind .
Lansing (1966) feels that the work of Pia get could offer a foundation
for art instructors. Since children from ages two to eleven " .
concepts that dea l with real objects and events

. entertain

. " (Lansing, 1966 , p. 41)

rather than abstract ideas, then a rt for c hildren should deal with concrete
objects and events.
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The Child Development Laboratory, housed in the Family Life Building at Utah State University, Logan, Utah , is a large sunny complex which is
usually bustling with activity.
The Department of Family and Child Development, which directs the
Laboratory, has built its philosophy around the findings of Benjamin S. Bloom
(1964).
. . from conception of age four, the individual develops 50% of
hi s mature intelligence, from ages four to e ight he develops a n other 30%, and from ages eight to 17 the remaining 20%. (Bloom,
1964 , p. 68)
This depar tment strives in every way to provid e a setting, an environment
a nd a daily program for three and four year old children which will con tribute
to and stimulate this period of rapid intellectual growth while providing a
program which will aid children in opti mal physical, socia l and e motiona l
d eve lopment.

Every effort is made to make the Laboratory a happy and

stim ulating center for young children.
During the past year (1969-1970) morning and afternoon sessions
were held in both the East and the West Laboratories a nd early morning , midmorning a nd afternoon sessions were held in the North Laboratory.
session served 20 children, or a total of 140 children a day.

Each
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Each Laboratory was staffed with one directing teacher who was a
member of the Child Deve lopment staff, and four stude nt teachers.

The chil-

dren spent two and a half hours eac h day in the Laboratory Monday through
Thursday.

Teachers were there an add i tiona! hour for preparation, setting-

up a nd cleaning-up the room.

They met on Fridays to discuss plans, and

prepare for the follow ing week, rearrange the room, place out new toys and
materials and discuss childr en.

Purpos e of the Child Deve lopm ent Labora tory
Teacher training.

One of the functions of the Child Development

Laboratory is to train teachers to understand and work with young children
as individuals and in groups in a pres chool setting.

After taking background

c lasses in Child Development, s uch as Child Guidance and Percept/ Concept
Deve lopment, stude nts enter the Child Development Laboratory a nd under
the direction of the Child Development 's staff member begins to train as
teachers.
Student teachers learn to develop an environment and curriculum
which will aid in stimulating the intellectual , social, physical and emotional
growth of three a nd four year old children.
For the first week of the quarter, student teachers act as supporting teache rs whil e observing model teaching done by the directing teacher.
Then each student teacher acts as head teacher for two or three se parate
weeks during the quarter . As head teacher, the student must plan and organi ze the activities and events of the week around a central them e.

The goals
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and objec ti ves of each activity are intended to reinforce the ma in theme of
the week.
Prior to his head teaching week, the student teac her will develop a
less on plan listing all activities planned for the children during the week .
The activities are to be planned as a means by which to achieve spec ific
goals and objectives rather tha n as ends in themselves.

After discussing

the plans with the directing teacher, the plan will be mimeographed and a
copy given to each teacher in !;he Laboratory on the Fr iday prior to the students head teaching week . On Friday, the student teacher will explain the
plans in detail to the other teachers in that Laboratory .
Included in the activiti es during the t.wo or three weeks when a stude nt teacher takes over , there must be at least one fla nnel board story as
well as a science, a food, and a music experience, one excursion a nd on e
visitor from outside the Laboratory.

In addition to these requirements, a

student teacher teaches the childre n at least three fingerplays a nd songs eac h
week.

Teache rs will also provide creative activities aimed at reinforcing

the main goals as well as provide the children with medias and e xperiences
designed to encourage them to explore a nd create at will.
Durin g a student teacher's head teaching weeks, they learn to organize
a nd handle the e ntire group of 20 children.
ing directions to supporting teac he rs.

They practice supervising a nd giv-

They further practice guidance methods

best su ited for three and four year old child re n and will decide how the room
will be arranged, which toys, equ ipment , books, records and pictures will be
used .
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The children.

A second purpose of the Utah State University Child

Deve lopme nt Laboratory is to provide a center of learning and overall development for three and four year old children.
All children attending the Laboratory r es id e e ither in the City of
Logan or in a smaller community or r ural area within Cache Valley.

Many

childre n have parents who are employed by the University as teachers,
secretaries, or in other capacities.

Som e are children of students attending

the Univers ity . Other childre n are from families in the area which have no
connection with the Univers i ty.

The children are primarily from middle-

class economi c homes . Occasionally the Laboratory supervisor a nd staff
acce pt "specia l consideration" childre n.

These are children whom pediatri-

tions have referred to the Laboratory because of spec ial proble ms, orchildren whom the Depa rtm ent of Communicative Di sorders has referred because
of s peec h needs.

Sometimes "specia l cons idera tion " is given to c hildren who

have just moved into the area (perhaps c hildre n of new faculty members, or
childre n from a nothe r country) and have not ha d a n opportunity to be placed
on the waiting list.

Other than "special considera tion " children, a ll appli-

cants to the Laboratory are pla ced on a waiting list from which they are
accepted into the Laboratory when an opening occurs.

Physical setting
The Child Developm ent Laboratory co mpound consists of three
separate Labora tor ies labeled the East, West , and North Laboratories.
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Each Laboratory has an adjoining observation booth.

There is also a kitc hen,

entry or parent room, a library, severa l storage rooms and closets, a nd a n
outside playground s hared by all three Laboratories.
Observation booths.

The observation booths run the full length of

the East a nd West Laboratories and the width of the North Laboratory.

The

wall separating the observation room from the Laboratory consi sts of a wide
strip of two-way glass which runs the length of the booth.

The observer can

see through this glass into the Laboratory, but from the Laboratory side of
the wall , the glass looks like a mirror and those inside the Laboratory cannot
see through the glass into the observation booth.

The observer sits at a high

stoo l with a counter and observes through the glass.

Immediate ly above and

below the glass are strips of audio screen a nd the remainder of the wall above
the glass and below the counter is slatted.

The slats a nd audio screen a llow

the observer to c learly hear wha t is taking place inside the Laboratory.

Be-

tween 10 a nd 40 people can be seated to observe in each booth at one time.
Kitchen.

The kitchen is e quipped with two dish washers, a refrig-

erator, si nk , telephone a nd a large cooking range with a double oven.

Here

juice is prepared daily for the c hildren , student teachers prepar e for food,
creative a nd other experienc es which will be moved into the Laboratory during the day.
Included in the kitchen is storage space for paints, scissors, glue,
as well as food staples , dishes, pans , utensils a nd a good supply of most
a ny item needed to prepar e a food , a cooking or an eating experience.

East
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and West Laboratories have drawers and cupboard s in the kitchen for storage of materials.

All drawers a nd cupboards are labeled and color coded.

A woman is hired to work three hours a day to help maintain the kitchen a nd
the equipment and materials in other areas of the Laboratory complex .
Parent room.

An entry room is provided for parents to bring their

c hildren upon arrival each clay.

A student teacher greets the children here

and takes them into the Laboratory.
In addition to the small table with information s heets , and the chairs

and couches provided for parents and children to use whi le waiting, there is
a bulletin board in this room . Each student teacher is reqillred to make one
bulle tin board as part of their teaching training experie nce.

Therefore, each

week, a new bull etin board is placed in the parent room for the cmldren to
look at, touch and talk about.
On stormy days, children might also wait in this room for parents
to pick them up.

(On warm clay s, they play outs ide while waitin g for rides.)

Connected to the parent roo m is a small room with sink, a medicine
cabinet, a bulletin board and an extens ion telephone.

After the children have

gone into their Laboratories , grad uate students often use tms room for testing c hildre n for research purposes.
Library.

The south wall of this small room has shelves containing

about 450 books for young children, in add ition to music books, science books,
magazines and other items for s tudent teachers to use.

Each week the stu-

dent teacher who is acting as head teacher selects books to be placed on the
book rack in the Laboratory .
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Also hous ed in the library are ove r 200 records , hundred of pic tures,
a nd several kinds of rhythm instruments which student teachers may use to
reinforce the goals they wish to work on during head teaching weeks.
Storage areas.
a r ea s.

Within the La bora tory complex are severa l storage

The Small Manipula tive Closet s he lves numerous manipulat ive, per-

cept and conc e pt developm ent toys.

Connected to the Small Manipulative

Closet is a s ma ll room called the Step-up Closet which contains dolls, woodworking tools and a dditional manipulative and conce pt development toys.
The Sci ence and Paper Room contains m agnets , magnifying glasses
and other items of equipment to a id in sc ience experiences as well as a large
s upply of construction paper and newspr int . Outs id e the Scie nce and Paper
Room is a se t of drawers containing large quantities of small Ite ms s uch as
c lothes pins, nails and paint brus hes.

Three of these drawe rs are used to

store exh·a mittens , sweaters, und erpa nts and other clothing children may
need and mi ght not have in l;hei r locke r .
The Large Manipulati ve Toy and Se nsory Closet contains barre ls of
sensory m ater ia l s such as sawdust, sand and wheat, as well as large trucks,
climbin g toys and equipm ent for l arge muscle de velopm ent insid e the playr oom .
Additional storage areas a r e found in the observation booths a nd inside the Laboratory playrooms.

Outside the Family Life Building, on the

wes t sid e of the playground , is a large garage us ed to store equipment for
the playground .
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Playground.
Laboratories .

The a lmost U-s haped pl ayground is shared by a ll

There are seven pieces of permanent eqnipme nt on the play -

ground . Each morning student teachers take turns setting up additiona l
moveable equipment in different arra nge ments .
The Laboratories.

The Laboratory "playroom " is primarily des igned

to reach as m any aspects of a child' s life as possible.

All furnitu re in the

Laboratories is child-si ze, thus providing a n e nvironment children can control.
Eac h Laboratory has child -size toilets a nd sinks.

Two labs have

storage closets a nd supporting pillers . Other tJ1a n these items , a ll equipment a nd furniture in the room can be r earranged a nd removed as needed.
As s tud e nt teachers change the room eac h week, they learn to arrange activity areas for domestic play, large muscle acti vi ti es, quiet ac tivi ties, etc .
so that they do not confli ct with eac h other but rather complement adjoining
a r eas.

Other stud ents studying young c hildren
The Child De velopment Laborator y serves as a n area where s tude nts
studing child ren in such departme nts as : Psychology , Education , Communicative Disorders, Spec ia l Edu cation , Soc iolo gy or Home Economic s, ca n co m e
and observe youn g chi ldren.

These observations provide a base for classroom

discussions which adds to stud ents' knowledge a nd understanding of young chil dren and increases the ir awareness of the behavior a nd developm ent of three
and four year old children .
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The Laboratory also serves c hild d eve lopm ent graduate stud e nts
enrolled in a course entitled Internship in the Child De velopm ent Laboratory
(FC D 27 5) . In this cours e, graduate students spe nd two days each week acting as supportin g teacher s in different Laboratories.

This not o nly a llows

them continue d practice and experienc e in working with presc hool c hildre n,
but a lso gives them experience in observ in g and working with many different
stude nt teachers and many different directing teachers.

Tllis experie nce fur -

ther increases their awareness of different m ethods of teaching s tudent teachers and different methods of working with chilclrcn .
The Laboratory is a lso used by people, students, teac hers, :mel
o the r s who have no connection with the Univers ity.

Oc casionally hom e m ak-

ing classes from various high school s, students from neighborin g universities,
Head Start workers and people from across the nation who are in teres ted in child
development a nd Child Deve lopme nt Centers com e to observe.
The children in the Child Developm e nt Laboratory are also used by
grad uate stude nts from many departments for stud ies need ed for theses a nd
dissertations.

It was from this Laboratory setting that the children for this

s tudy were chosen .

One of the major purposes of thi s study was to compare the difference s
in the art stages of children just e nterin g the Child Development Laboratory
to ch ild ren who have been enrollee! for 18 week s or longer; there fore, the
sample size was determined by the number of new c hildren who enter ed the
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program during Spring Quarter 1970. An equal number of children who had
been in the Laboratory for 18 weeks or longer was selected to complete the
sample.
Fifteen new girls and fifteen new boys were enrolled into the Laboratory Spring Quarter. One of the new girls moved from the area soon after
her enrollment a nd two more girls refused to participate in the painting
activities.

This left 12 new girls. Of the new boys who entered the lab

Spring Quarter, three of the 15 did not want to participate in the painting
activivity, this left 12 new boys in the sample and a total of 24 new children.
There were 2o girls and 28 boys returning to the Child Developmen t
Laboratory for their third quarter . Only five of the six Laboratories which
operated during Spring Quarter , had both new children and returning children.

The sixth Laboratory had only children who were returning for a second

or third quarter.

Therefore, the five girls and five boys in this Laboratory

who were returning for their third quarter were eliminated as potential
participants in the study.

From the remaining labs, which had 15 girls and

23 boys who were returning for a third quarter, 12 girls and 12 boys were
randomly selected to take part in this study.

This made a total sample of

48 children, 24 new children (hereafter referred to as first quarter children
or first quarter group) and 24 returning children (hereafter referred to as
third quarter children or the third quarter group).

The children were divided

into four groups according to sex and quarter of entry into the lab and listed
by age as follows :
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Table 1.

a n1c

Na m es a nd ages of c hildre n in the sample

Name

Age

Age

Third Quarter Gir ls

First Quarte r Gi r l s

Mean Age : 4 . 4

Mean Age: 3. 9
Teresa

3.0

Jami e

3.7
3. 8

Nancy

3. 1

Pai ge

Tracy

3.3

Gina

3. 10

Sa ndi

3.5

Stepha nie

4.0

Joyce

3.7

Melece

4.3

3. 7

Mar nie

4.5

We ndy
Li sa

3. 11

Jill

4. 5

Tiffini

4. 1

Mar ion

4.5

4.2

Oks a n

4.8

Dawnie

4. 4

An gie

4.8

Ki yoko

4.8

Alice

4. 9

4.9

He idi

4. 9

LcA nn

June

Mean Age Both Groups: 4. 2
Thi rd Quarter Boys

First !;i!uar te r Boys

Mean Age : 4.4

Mean Age: 4 .2
John

4. 0

3. 7

Te d

4. 0

Da n

3.7

Eric

4. 1

Jeff

3.7

David

4.2

Sta urt

3.8

Shane

4. 2

Michae l

4. 3

Brad ley

3.6

Ch ris

Jolm

3. 11

Ma tthew

4. 1

P a ul

4.3
4. 6

4.6

Dav id

Ka rl

4.7

J ay

4. 7

Bryan

4 .8

Natha n

4. 9

Doug

4.8

Da vid

4.9

Max

4 . 10

Terrall

Ricky
Mean Age Both Groups: 4.3

4.10
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Instruments

This study required both collecting example s of the children's art
work a nd givin g the m a discrimination task.

Art exa mples
One of the hypothes is compared a rt stage differences as de monstrated
with crayon drawings and with ease l paintings.

Therefore, two crayon draw-

ings and two easel paintings , a total of four pictures, were collected from
eac h child in the manner described on page 53.
The type of paper used was not a m a jor fac tor . Eighteen inc h by 24
inch newsprint of various pastel shades and wh ite was us ed on the ease l.
so me ease l s the paper was lengthwis e a nd on others it was vertica l.

On

If the

double ease l , which can acco mmodate four children was availabl e , it was
used . Otherwise, the single ease l , accommoda ting two child ren, was us ed.
Aprons were located on hooks at the e nd of eac h easel.
The colors used were not a m a jor fac tor in this study.

The author

chose the three primary colors and these same three colors were us ed on the
ease l throughout the study.

On eac h s id e o f the easel was placed one cup,

one -third full , of blue paint , a cup, one-third full, of red pa int a nd one cup,
one-third ful l , of yellow paint.

These cups were randomly placed in the ea sel

trough a nd they were not kep in any spec ifi c orde r.
In each cup was a 12 inch brush with 3/ 4 inch bristles . E xtra cups
of paint were ke pt nearby . If a child us ed a n excess of one c olor, or if the
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paint in the cups became mixed, the c ups of paint could be removed from the
ease l and replaced wi th new unadulterated pain ts.
to prevent unnecessary dripping and r unnin g.

The paint was thick e nou gh

One c hild referred to the con -

sistency as "m uddy. "
The crayons wer e the large crayons . Each child had a box with all
eight colors.

The crayons were not new, but were crayons that had been used

previously in the lab.
The paper used for the crayon pic tures was 12 by 18 inc h construction
paper or newsprint.

The paper was presented to the child with the hor izonta l

18 inch edge towards the child but the c hild was free to turn the paper any
angle he wi s hed.

Children were asked to use one side of the paper only.

The

a utho r tried to be aware of when a child was fini s hing up a pic ture so that a
new sh et of paper cou ld be offered before the child started to color on the
oppos ite side.

However, the author did not a lways catc h a c hild in time.

If

the child had a lready started to work on the opposite s ide of a comple ted
picture , he was not interrupted but a llowed to fin ish before being offered a
new s heet.
Th c hild 's nam e, the lab he was in , the date he mad e the picture
and a picture number was recorded on the back of each picture:
John Smith
East AM
4/7/ 70
C-1

The pic tures were identified with C-1 for the firs t crayon drawing
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the c ltild m ade a nd C-2 for the second crayon drawing mad e.

Likew ise with

the ease l pai ntings , the first ease l painting was id entified E- 1 a nd the second
easel painting E-2.
Three four-page data s hee ts (see Appendix A) were prepared for
each picture.

Two members of the Child Deve lopm ent Faculty and the author

independently analyzed each picture as guided by the instructions (s ee Appendix
B) and recorded on separate sets of data sheets wltic h art stages and patterns
were de monstra ted in the pictur e.

The r es ults o f each examiners ana lys is

were recorded on a master chart.

Agreement between two of the three rate rs

was needed to establish the presence of each pattern in each art exampl e.
The fr e que ncy of each art pattern was tabulate d for eac h c hild .

This fre-

quency was us ed to establish an art deve lopme nt score for each child .

(The

art development score is expl ai ned in more detail on pages 44-45.)
The art stages and patterns us ed as a basi s for analyzing the child ren's pictures were based on t he patterns establ ished by Rhoda Ke llo gg (19 69)
with some editin g done by Carroll La mbert and the use of the Goodenough (1927)
Draw - A-Man test.

Kello gg (1969) has establi shed 19 broad c lassifications

or deve lopme ntal phas es of c hildre n' s art.
down into specific patterns.

The 19 broad classifica tions are :

1.

Twe nty Basic Scribbles

2.

Placement Patterns

3.

Emerge nt Diagrams

4 . Di agra ms
5.

Combines

Each broad classification is broken
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6.

Aggregates

7.

Manda la Aggregates

8 . Suns
9.

Radia ls

10.

Humans

11.

Animals

12.

Buildings

13.

Vegeta tion

14.

Transportation

15.

J o ined Pictorials

16.

Learned From Others

17.

Fo r mal Designs

18 .

Works of Advanced Scribbling

19.

Individual Work

The author edited a nd co mbined c lass ifications and c ho se to call these
c hanges or co nd e nsed classifications: Art Stages.

The fo llowin g c ha nges

were made in Kellogg's (1969) classifica tions to fit the author's needs for the
purpos e of Ibis s tudy:
A.

The classification title , Basic Scribbles, was retai ned for the

first Art Stage.

However, the 1\venty Scribbles described by Ke llogg (1969)

were combined a nd t'educed to eleven scribbles:
Kellogg's Scribble Classifica tions

Author's Scribble Patterns

Dot

1.

Dot

2.

Single Vertical Line

2.

Single a nd Multiple Vertical Lines

3.

Single Horizon ta l Line

3.

Single a nd Multiple Horizonta l Lines

4.

Single a nd Multiple Diagonal Lines

1.

4 . Sin gle Diagona l Line
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5 . Single Curved Line

5 . Single and Multiple Curved Lines

6 . Multipl e Vertical Lin e

6. Ope n and Enclosed Roving Line s

7.

Multiple Horizontal Lin e

7.

8.

Multiple Diagonal Line

8 . Single a nd Multiple Loop Lines
9.

9. Multiple Curved Line

Zigzag or Waving Lines

Spiral Lines

10 . Roving Open Line

10.

Overlaid and Circumfere nce Multiple-line Circle

11. Rovin g Enclosing Line

11.

Spread-out Circular Lines

12 . Zigzag or Waving Line
13 . Single Loop Line
14.

Multiple Loop Line

15.

Spiral Line

16. Multiple-line Over-laid Circle
17.

Multiple-line Circumfere nc e Circle

18.

Circular Line Spread-out

19. Single Crossed Circle
20.

Imperfect Circle
B.

All six patterns within the Diagra m Classification were retained

as established by Kellogg (1969) and these comprised the second Art Stage or
the Diagram Stage:
1.

Rectangle and Squa res

2.

Crossed and Imperfec t Uncrossed Oval and Circl e

3.

Triangle
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4.

Greek Cross

5.

Diagonal Cross

6.

Odd Shapes

C . Combines and Aggregates were pu t toge ther for the third Art
Stage with the following explanation to t:he exa miners:
of two Diagrams, separated or joined.

A Combine is a unit

An aggrega te is a unit of three or

more diagrams separ ated or joined. "

oC
Separated

Joined

Separated

Co mbined
Figure 1.

Joined

Aggregate

Combine and aggregate compositions

D. The Sum Images were co ndensed to two patterns: (1) Beginning
Sun and (2) Sun/ Humans, for the fourth Art Stage.
E.

Art Stages five , six a nd seven condensed Ke llogg 's (1969) c lassifi-

catio ns 10 through 16 and incorpora ted some of the aspects of the Draw-A-Man
Test ana lys is.
Art Stage Five was entitled Pictorial Representations and was broken
down into the following patterns:
1.

Human
a.

Face only .
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b.

Face with Li mbs E xtending From Head .

c.

Face.

Body with body par ts attached.

2.

Anim a l s .

3.

Buildings .

4.

Vege tation .

5.

Tra ns portation .

F . Art Stage Num ber Six , Combined Pictor ia ls, inc lud ed a combination of any two or more pictor ia l representat ion s.
G.

Art Sta ge Number Seven , Learned For ms, includ ed :
1.

Letters- - with special note if the letter s were in the child's
nam e .

2.

Numbers.

3.

Othe r Patterns--or patterns whi c h a c hild probably learned
by wat ching an older c hild or ad ult , or had probably been
give n ins tr uctions on how to draw the form.

In orde r to analyze the ar t data for so me o f the s tated proble ms,
each art stage wa s cons id ered more adva nced tha n the previous stage and
scored a ccordin gly . Z er o was the sc ore fo r the sc ribble stage because a ll
c hildren scr ibbled .
s c ale was six po ints.

The m axim um potentia l score on the a rt developm ent
When comparis on s of a r t deve lopment scores were

m ade wi th other scores, those c hildren at or a bove the m ean score of 2. 9
were c lass ified a s high score r s a nd thos e be low the m ean we r e class ified
as low scorers.
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Stage Number or Score

Name of Art Stage
Scribbles

0

Learned Forms

Figu re 2.

2

Diagrams

3

Combines and Aggregates

4

Sun Images

5

Single Pictorial Represe ntations

6

Combination Pictoria l Representations

Art stages of corresponding art scores

Discrimination tasks
After a ll the art examples were gathe r ed from the children, tlu·ee
tasks requiring varying degrees of vi sua l discrimination wer e given to eac h
c hild.

The three tasks combined could be completed by a child within three

to five minutes.

The result of eac h was recorded on a data sheet (Figure 3).

A score of s ix points was possible on eac h task to establish a total possible
discrimination sc ore of 18 points.

When comparing discrimination to art

deve lopment , scores at or above the mean discrimination score of 9 . 87 were
considered high scores and scores be low the m ean were classified as low
scores .
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Child's Name _ _ __ __ _ _ __
Room
Q)

'"'

0

Test #1
Letters
Test #2
Faces

IPq o a bd
I '). 3Lf 5' b
I J

Test #3
Houses

"

oo

Comments

3'-/56

Total
Notes:
Test # l.

Letters placed i ncorrectly only because of stem le ngth will
be indicated by s l icing through incorrect s tem l e ngth.
Cor rect Jette rs will be circled.
Incorrect letters pther than incorrec t stem le ngth) will
sliced.

T®'®'~'~'~"~
I

Test # 3.

Figure 3.

~

3

'f

/;

Circle correct match- - slice incorrect matc h .

Data sheet for r ecording discrimination tas ks.

lP
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Task #1--ALPHABET LETTERS.

The six lower case le tters us ed

for this test, p q o a b d , were manufactured by the Judy Toy Company
and were 1 1/ 2 inches in height.

The letters were constructed of cardboard

and were white on the front side with green fe lt on the back.
An 8 1/2 by 11 inch white s heet of paper with the six letters printed
in black and covered with plastic (Figure 5) was placed on the table in front
of the child about six to eight inches away from the edge of the table.

Six

white cardboard three dimentional letters were placed in the space between
the edge of IJ1e sheet and the edge of the tab le.
hapha zardly a nd in a scattered fas hion .

The letters were place d

The child was asked to match the

loo se letters on the table to the black letters on the white sheet in front of
him .
If the child placed the letter correctly, the correct choice was c ircled

on the data sheet (Figure 3, p . 46).

Incorrect choices were record ed with a

slas h . If the c hild inverted a letter and did not discriminate the stem length,
this was recorded by s lashing the stem only (e. g. , by turning the le tter p
around, it becomes d and visa versa a nd by turning the letter q a round, it becomes the letter band visa versa.

There was , however , a 3/16 inch differ-

ence in the stem le ngth of the l e tters p a nd q and the letters b and d).
correct place ment counted as one point.

Each

If a placement was correct, except

for the slight difference in ste m length, the placement was counted as 1/ 2
point.

TI1e number correct was added into the total of all three tasks .
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Task #2-- FACES.

A seri es of s ix s miling faced outlined in black

o n 2 1/2 by 2 1/ 2 inc h flat blacks we r e lined up in front of the child .

Three

faces were next to each othe r , the n there was a 2 1/ 2 inch s pace a nd three
more faces:

lololol
F igu re 4.

Spac in g of fa ce blocks

This space was le ft because the a uthor fe lt it would cause Jess vis ua l confus ion
a nd a id in discrimination.
The order of the fa ces was de cid ed arbitrarily; howe ve r , once the
order was dec id ed , it rem a in ed the s a me for a ll children.

The autho r pr o-

vided the c hild with one face at a tim e . Eac h face wa s to be placed on top
of the id entical face in the group on the tabl e . Corre ct matches we r e circled
on the da ta s hee t awl inco r r ect ma tches we r e s las he d .
was add ed into th e total of a ll tasks .

The numbe r correct
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Figure 6.

F~ces

used for discrimin qtion t'lsk
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Task #3--HOUSES.

Each c hild was given a 6 1/2 by 7 inch plaque

of thin wood which had a series of s ix white houses with green doors a nd
wind ows, a nd red roofs a nd chimn eys painted on it.

There were mino r dif-

ferences in t.he placement of the door, chimney and windows of eac h house.
The c hild perfo rming the task was given the plaque with the hous es
plus six 3 1/ 2 by 2 1/4 inch wooden pl a ques each with a picture of a hous e
which corresponded with one of the hous es on the larger plaque of wood.

The

s mall plaques we r e to be placed on tl1e id entica l house on the large pla que .
Correct ma tches were circled a nd incorrec t m atc hes were s las hed on tJ1e
data s heet.

The number of correct m atches was added into the tota l score

of all three tasks and placed at the top of the data s hee t.

Pilot Study

Originally the author in te nded to use letters only for the discrimination tas k .

T11ere fore , a pilot s tudy was run to determine wh ic h combina tions

of le tters could be most e ffectively used to tes t discrimination for t he main
s tudy.

Forty-five combinations of le t ters were put together.

15 were selected and traced with the Judy Company letters .

Of this number ,
Fou r of these

combinations: mmh, ltvu , utvl , pdqb, dbqb, dbqp , were trac ed and cut out
of bla ck co nstruc tion paper a nd placed on whi te 5 by 8 inch white index ca rd s.
One combination: mhn , was cut out of r ed cons truction pa per a nd placed on
a 5 by 8 white index card .

'I\vo more comb ina tions : bgdqh and pqoabd were

c ut out of black construction paper and mounted on pieces of 8 1/2 by 11
white construction paper.
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Figure 7.

Houses used for discrimination task
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The a uthor then selected three children from the lab who had been
e nrolled for one quarter a nd had demonstrated a fam iliarity with le tters.
All three of these children, for example, cou ld spell and/ or recognize
and name the le tters in their own name.

An add itional two children , whom

l ab instructors verified were not familiar with letters, were used for the
pilot study.

These five children: Gordon, 4. 3 years old; Steve , 4. 4 years

old; Russel, 4. 3 yea r s old ; Ben, 3. 3 years old a nd Holly, 3. 1 years old
were not to be used in the main study sample.
Individually , each of these c hild re n was given eac h of the combinations of letters mentioned.

With the exception of one child placing the le tters

incorrectly b cause of stem length , the l.hree older children placed t.he letters
on eac h combination correctly.

The two younger children placed the letters

on the three-letter combinations correc tly , but had trouble with the two longest combinations which consisted of six le tters each.

They confused the a

and o and could not discriminate stem length.
It was therefore concluded that letters were a sufficient discrimination task for less mature children, but not fo r the three older children.
The a uthor then selected the six smiling faces and six houses and
gave the sets of eac h of th e three childre n to match.

Gordon matched four

of the six faces correc tly and all the houses c orrectly because he had had
prior experie nce with the houses.

Steve matched four of the faces correctly

a nd two incorrectly and matched four of the six houses correctly.

Russell

matched ha lf of the faces correctly, but could not match any of the houses
correctly.
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Therefore , it was decided that it would be necessary to give each
child in the ma in study all th ree tests : Alphabet l etters, Faces and Houses .
It was felt after the pilot study tha t these three tasks varied enough in dif-

ficulty to challenge children with a ll developmental leve ls of discrimination.

Main Study

Collection of art work
The second week of Spring Quarter, 1970, after the children had time
to become settled in the Laboratories, the a uthor began collecting children's
art work from ea ch laboratory in the following manner:
The double easel was pla ced inside the Laboratory in which art work
was to be collected.

One cup eac h of newly mixed red, blue and yellow paint

was placed in each of the easel troughs in a random order . A crayon was
placed on top of the easel to us e to write the child's first nam e on his pictures .
At one e nd of the large figure-eight-shaped table were open boxes
of eighr la rge crayons.

The number of boxes opened varied with the number

of children . Effort was not mad e to provide each child with his own box of
crayons, but there were enough crayons so that eac h child would have easy
access to them.

A blank piece of paper was placed on the table in front of

four or fi ve e mpty chairs.
During freeplay the children in the Laboratory who were in the sampl e
were in vited to paint, draw or color a picture.

The children were told thai.

the author would need to keep two ease l and two crayon pictures, but that
the children could take home "extra " pictures which they made.
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Those children in th e lab who were not in the sample were not invited to use the easel or crayons at this time.

However , if they chose to

paint or color as part of their free choice activities, they were welcomed to
do so and were not prevented from using the ease l or crayons.
At the conclusion of the first week of collecting pictures inside the
lab, the author moved the easel, a small table and four chairs into a hallway
because of the many problems encountered in trying to collect pictures within
the lab setting.

There was no way the author could control which children in

the lab colored and painted and aggressive children won out over new a nd / or
reticent children . When so many activities were before the child, they often
did not want to paint, or onc e at the easel or crayon table, they often spied
an activity they would rather take part in and would leave the art activity.
Children occasionally inte rferrecl with eac h other.

Teachers were eager to

help but were not fam iliar with the plan of study a nd therefore often invited
non-sample children to paint, forgot to write names on pictures and were
sometimes overbearing in their e fforts to bring children to the art activ ity .
Supervising teachers occasionally extended freeplay or rearranged the clays
activities in order to accommodate the author a nd the collection procedure .
The author had no way to be a t the ease l and crayon table at the same time
a nd could not observe art process, could not keep ease l paints replenished,
and could not be aware of comments a nd conversations by the children while
they were working.
ha llway .

As a result, the collection procedure was mov ed to the
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During freeplay, one to four children were invited to go to the hallway with the author to paint pictures.

The author invited only those in the

sample to go paint, however , if two sample c hildren were intently playing
with a c hild not in the sample , the author a llowed the non-sample c hild to go
to the ha llway with his friend s to paint a picture.
On two occasions a new child was afra id to go with the author to paint.
In one situation, the child chose a friend he felt secure with to go along to

paint with him . In the other situa tion , a teacher went with the child to the
hallway and stayed until the child felt comfortable about letting the teacher
leave.

After a child had once been out in the ha llway to paint and co lor , he

did not hesita te to go with the author a second time.

Many children r eques ted

to return to the hallway several times and many children expressed a desire
to stay a nd continue working much longer than time would allow.

The author

felt that using the paint and crayons with other children was a social exper ience
for the children as well as a working exper ience.
When the c hildren reached the hallway containing the ease l a nd table ,
they were given a choice as to which medium they wanted to use first, the
paint or the crayons.

They were told the author needed the children to make

pictures with both the crayons and the easel paints.

If the author had not

co llected a picture from the child during the first week in the lab, the c hild
was encouraged to make two easel a nd two crayon pictures.

If the child did

not want to be detained that lon g, or if he was not interested in one of the
media or if , for some reason , it was necessary to return to the lab before
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a c hild had fini s hed wo rking , the c hild was inl'ited at

:1

lat<:>r dat<:> to go to

the ha ll way to pai nt.
If there were a group o f c hildre n workin g together in the hallway
a nd one child had paint ed or co lored the numbe r of pictures needed for the
s tudy but had to wait for the other c hildren to fini s h pictures be fore they
could be returned to the Jab, the child was inv ited to continue painting or coloring a nother picture until the chi ld ren were a ll finished and ready to re turn
to the Laboratory together.

Dis c ri mination task
i\ ft<:>r all pictures had bee n collec ted for the study, the c hildre n in
the sample were taken indi v idually to the s m a ll tabl e in t.he hallway to do the
discr im ination tasks.
On the way to the hallway , the c hild was told that in s tead of m ak ing a
pic tu re thi s time, he was go ing to do a puzzle or a game.
Task #!--ALPHABET LETTERS. The le tter sheet a nd the a lphabe t
letters described in the section concerning the ins tr ument were on the ta ble
when the c hild arrived.

Most c hildre n went right to work matching the ca rd-

board letters to the black patterns without any instructions or proddin g. If a
c hild he sitated in starting he was directed to ma tch the letters in front o f
him to the black le tte r s o n the s heet.

If he still hesitated, the autho r would

pick up one of the white le tte rs a nd say to the c hild : "Put thi s le tter on top
of the black le tter (pointing to the letter s heet), whic h look s jus t lik e thi s
le tter. " Wh e n the first letter was placed, the c hild was told to go a head a nd
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do the same with all the letters . Since it was easy for a child to turn the p,
q. b , a nd d , over and make different letters, it was necessary to remind the
children to keep the white side of the letter facing up .
Task #2--FACES.

When the letters had been matched , the letter

sheet was removed and the six smiling fac es were placed in front of the child.
The a utho r then arbitrarily handed the child one face, pointing to each facial
feature and said: "Look very care fully at the eyes, nose , and mouth on this
face and put this face on top of a face whose eyes and nose and mouth look
just lik e this face." After the c hild had placed the face on top of one of the
faces lined up in front of him , he was given each of the remaining faces one
at a tim e until all the faces were matc hed.

Th e faces were than moved away

and the houses were presented to the child.
Task #3--HOUSES.

The wooden plaque with the six houses was set

in front of the child and all six small plaques with the individual pictures of
the hous es were laid next to t.he large plaque.

The author randomly pick ed

up one of the small plaques and sa id: "Look very carefully at the c himney ,
the door a nd the windows of this house (the author pointed to each house part
as it was nam ed ) and put it on top of a hous e on this board which has the chimney ,
door and windows (author again pointed to these items) in exactly the same
place." The child then faced the task of deciding which house in the cluster
of six matc hed which hous e on the board.
task, he was taken back to his lab .

When the child had completed this
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FINDINGS

The findings appear to provide generalized s upport for the hypotheses
of the study.

There are some exceptions , however , and while the findings clo

provide support for the hypotheses in general , there are some areas in which
the findings provide only moral support.
The first hypothesis was that those children who have been in utah
State Unive rsity Chile! Development Laboratory for a longer period of time
would demonstrate more aclvancecl stages of art development than children
who were e nrolling in the lab for the first time.

The findings indicate that

those c hildre n with longer Laboratory experience, the third quarter group ,
created a greater frequency of a rt patterns than did the new children, or
those who were in the Laboratory for their first quarter of experience . See
Table 2.

Table 2.

Total frequencies of art patterns by enrolled time in the Laboratory

Children--Enrolled Time

Frequency of Art Patterns

Experienced Group (3rd Quarter)

427

New Children (1st Quarter)

373
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The findings also indicate , however, that experienc e in the La bora tory,
a lon e, does not account for the advance me nt o f child r en thr ough the leve ls of
art deve lopme nt .

Table 3 indicates tha t the r e is essentially no differ enc e

be tween the new and experienced group of children in frequency of pic tori al
re pre s e nta tions found in their a rt cre ations , beyond the scribble and diagra m .
s ta ges.

Table 3 .

F r e que ncies of pic torial r e presen ta tion s by enroll ed tim e in the
Labora tory

Children -Enrolled Tim e

Sun
Image

Type a nd F re quency of Art Patterns
Human
Othe r Single
Combina tion
Drawings
Re presentations
Pictorial s

Expe ri enc ed Group

4

4

4

New Children

3

4

6

Mos t of the new children who se art crea tions includ ed pictorial r epresenta tions were four yea rs old , whic h makes the m a mong the oldest group of c hildren in the Laboratory .

The two who had not reached the age of four we r e

olde r than three and a half y ears . Maturation, therefore, seems to be a n
influence on children's de ve lopm ent through the various stages of art.

To

te st the influence of age on such growth, children were grouped accordin g to
age a nd level of art developm ent.

Thos e whos e art scores were a bove the

m ean we r e classified as high scorer s, a nd thos e below the mean we r e classed
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as low scorers.
age .

The two groups were compared in terms of the influe nc e of

See Ta ble 4.

Table 4.

Age of children and leve l of art development
Level of Art Development
High
Low

Age
Three years old
Four years old
x2

=

5. 16

5

11

21

11

Level of Signi fica nee . 05--. 02

df

Chi Square a na lysis of the data in Table 3 indica tes that the ele m e nt or chance
does not appear to account for the distribution o f art developm ent scores by
age.

Age must be consid ered to be a factor in such developm ent.

It appears

that maturational forces do exert a n influence on the rate of deve lopm ent
through ar t s tages .
Experience and learning, however, cannot be discounted as in fluences
on children's art de velopm ent.

In the classification of Learned Art Forms,

which includes the use of letters and numerals in art creations , the children
with longer e nrolled tim e in the Laboratory scored higher tha n the new chi!dren on almost a three to one basis.

(Ta ble s 5 a nd 6.)
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Table 5.

Frequency of lear ned forms by enrolled time in the Laboratory

Children--Enroll ed Time

Frequency of Learned Forms as Art Patterns

Experienced Group (3rd Quarter)

29

New Children (1st Quarter)

11

Table 6.

Frequency of each learned form according to experience in the
Laboratory

Learned Form Patterns

New Group

Experienced Group

Isolated letters from child's name

3

13

Name written on paper by child

3

7

Isolated lette rs not in name

2

Numerals

0

3

Hand tracings

2

Other forms (a s tar pattern ~)

0

Total

11

5

29

Apparently the kinds of experiences that children encounter in the
Laboratory influence their ability to visualize, reproduce and create l etter s
and num erals which have meaning to t.hem.
The findings indica te that m aturationa l factors must be included among
the forces which influence art deve lopment , but that experience in the Laboratory
does influence some aspects of growth in the area of art expressions a nd ereativity, particularly in the child's ability to us e learned art forms in his artistic
creations.
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The second hypothesis stated that c hildren in higher stages of art
development would be able to work through more complicated discrimination
tasks.

The second hypothesis stated that children in highe r stages of art

development would be able to work through more complicated discrimination
tasks.

The findings seem not to support this hypothes is (Table 7).

Table 7.

Relationship between discrimination scores a nd level of art development

Di scrimina tion Scores

Level of Art Developm ent
High
Low

High

15

11

Low

11

11

Apparently, childre n o f the age level represented by the Laboratory
group are not de pendent upon their discrimination powers as they go a bout
th e task of express ing the ms elves in the ir art creations.

It may be that othe r

factors , s uch as the child' s e njoym e nt of the a rt material for its own sake,
his exp loratory use of the materials available to him, and his emotional state
at the time , are more influe ntia l forces than discrimination a bility , a mong
children of this manipulative and exploratory age.
The third hypothes is stated that art development stages of crayon
draw ings would be more advanced tha n th e a rt stages demonstrated with ease l
pa int .

The findings provid ed support for this hypothesis.
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Scribbles are considered to be the beginning of art development and
as Table 8 and Fignre 8 show , there is a greater frequency of scribble patterns demonstrated with easel paints than with crayons.

Roving lines , zig-

zag waving lines , multiple and spread-out circular lines and the spiral pattern were slightly more frequent in crayon drawings.

Table 8.

Frequency of scribble patte r ns with easel paint and crayons

Medium Used

Total Frequency of Scribble Patterns

Easel Paint

381

Crayons

263

As shown in Table 9 and Flgnre 9, a ll art stages beyond the scr ibble
stage occurred with greater frequency in crayon drawings than in ease l paint ings.

Table 9.

Fre que ncy of art patterns, beyond the scribble stage, which occurred
with ease l paint and crayons

Medium Used
Easel Paint
Crayons

Frequency of Other Art Patterns
23
134

65
85
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I
I
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Comparison of fr equencies of scribble patterns by use of ease l
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Advanced art patterns demonstrated with easel paint included diagrams, isolated letters from children's names, combine/ aggregates and
a hand print.

There were no sun images or pictorial representations painted

at the ease l.
All of the art stages being considered for this study were de monstrated in crayon drawings.
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DISCUSSION

The findings show that age, maturation a nd experience influe nc e
different as pects of children's art developm ent.
The greater frequency of art patterns among children with experience
in the Laboratory may be due to a feeling of freedom and familiarity with
crayons and easel paints which new children have not had time to acquire.
When considering co mbin ed pictorial representation s, the most
adva nced art stage cons idered in this study, the two combined pictorials were
drawn by four year old boys, one who had Laboratory expe rience and one who
was new to the Laboratory .

There was a n additional combined pictorial which

is listed as a human drawing because the huma n was the item the analyzers
could id entify.

However, at the time the picture was drawn , the child told

the author it was a picture of a person on a boat; therefore, only the a uthor
knew the picture was actually a co mbined pictorial (see Figure 1 5, page 85) .
The boy who d re w this pictur e was also a four year old.
The four year old boys s howed greater activity in all stages of art
than four year old girls or than younger children.

Four year old boys had

the greatest amount of single pictoria l representations and a ll three combined pictoria ls were done by four year old boys.

Although it must be noted

that 18 of the 24 boys in the study were four years old.
The stage of art developm ent which did show a marked difference
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between the childre n who had been in the Laboratory for two and the children
just entering the Laboratory was the learned form stage.

The greater In ter-

est shown by third quarter children in letters and numerals may well be a
direct result of their experiences in the Laboratory .

For the past 18 months,

the children had been exposed to letters in their first names written on their
lockers , as well as watching teachers write it daily on their creative art
work.

The children also had been ex posed to many numerals and alphabet

l etter activities through the conceptual and perceptual developm ent equipment located on the shelves in the Laboratory for the children to explore
and manipulate when they desired. (See Figure 10, page 70.)
Kellogg (1970) believes that c hild ren teach themselves to write.
This study would s upport that be lief as s hown by the children who are interested in reproducing forms .

The children in t.he Child Development Labora-

tory are given no formal instruction on how to write letters and numerals .
Yet, through informal expos ure to both letters a nd numerals, through activit ies
and equipment in the Laboratory. the chi ldren are experimenting with writing
them.

More spec ifically, the childre n were experimenting with writing the

letters in an arrangement which spells their names.
As will be discussed later, it was very difficult to devise a method
of accurate ly comparing childre n's discriminatory abilities with their developmental art stages.

It was, however, reasoned that if children in higher art

stages performed high on discrimination tests, then children in lower stages
of art development would perform lower on the discrimination test .

The
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Figure 10. Pictures demonstrating experimentation with letters in
children's art work.
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Figure 10. Continued

difference between the mean scores of the art developm ent stages a nd the
discrim ination tests were so slight that the author could not consider them
adequate for proving the hypothesis .

Perhaps a larger sample, or with a

more r e fined testing procedure, a greater correlation could be found between a child 's discriminatory abilities and his stages of art development.
In watching the childre n work, and after reviewing some of the

literature (Ke llogg, 1969 ; Lowenfeld a nd Brittain, 1970 ; Aschuler and Hattwick ,
1947), the a uthor feels that a great deal of the art work done by young
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c hildre n , prior to the definite a nd planned drawing of diagrams, is ma inly a
phys ica l and motoric activity and a n acti vity which provided the c hildre n
with a n opportunity to utilize a vare ity of m edia which they could explore
a nd m a nipula te.
The coordination of the eye , the brain and the hand do not us ually
occur in c hildren's art work until around the age of four (starting a round
age three a nd extending into age seven).

If the eyes and minds of children

are not full y grown tmtil age six or seven , it is like ly that prior to this
tim e, the dis c riminatory processes a r e still quite immature , but rapidly
undergoing change.
The children made very few comm e nts while doing the discrimination tasks, pe rhaps because of the conce ntration nee ded to perform the tasks.
Ra r e ly did a c hild nam e any of the lette rs he was matching . Bradley was
the only c hild who named a ll the letters as he placed them on the sheet.

A

coupl e of ch ildre n would ide ntify a letter as being in their name, but wou ld
not gi ve the nam e of the letter.
The six smiling faces used for the tas k were selected from a set of
24 smiling a nd frowning fac es ma nufactured by Crea tive Playthings Company.
As the author worked with the c hildren, it was realized that perhaps a more
extensive pi!.) t study should have been conducted with vario us combinations
of faces to de ter mine the degree of discrimination needed for ce rtain co m bina tions .
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When matching the fa ces and hous es, it was interesting to note that
some c hildren we re unfamiliar with the word "chimney." Also , occasionally
a child did not mderstand the concept "on top of" and this needed to be
demonstrated for him . Sometimes if a child was frustrated or bored with
the m atching task , he would stack a ll the houses or all the faces on top of
each other and cons ider hims elf finished with the task.
The children scored consistantly higher on the letter-matchin g
portion of the task.

However, eac h task was not a nalyzed and compared

separately with the art work.

Perhaps such a comparison would produce

different results in this portion of the study.
Analyzing art work.

As mentioned earlier, it was very difficult to

devise a m ethod for comparing children' s art work to their discriminatory
abil ities beca us e of the m a ny as pec ts of c hildren' s a rt.
First, it was difficult to differentiate between the follo wing scribble
patterns:
Vertical and diagonal l ines
Curved and roving z igzag/ waving lines
Ove rlaid and circumference multiple-line circles and
spread -out circles
It was a lso sometimes difficult to decide if a diagram should be classified

as a circle or a square . An emerge nt diagram stage needed to be inc luded
in th e a nalyz ing becaus e at least four pictures de monstrated e mergent diagram patterns, or patterns which were beyond scribbles but not quite d iagra ms.
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ted

;(, \Figure 11. Emergent diagrams (circled by author)

Great difficulty was found because every child had different combina tion of scribles.

Even if two children had similiar combinations of scribbles,

as shown in Figure 12, they differed greatly in complexity and place ment
patterns. Also, the affects of discrimination and/ or maturity upon the exactness
of representations in pictures could not be controlled.

For example, on the data

sheets, both June a nd Dawnie are listed as drawing humans with eyes, nose,
mouth and hair.

June's human was listed with dimentional legs and feet, and

Dawnie's was listed as having stick limbs.

(The limbs for both pictures ex-

tended from the head.) Although both pictures were listed with a lmost identical
features on the data sheets, the drawings were very different.

(See Figure 13.)
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The above pictures both de monstrate vertical, ho rizontal .
and diagonal lines.
Figure 12.

Pictures demonstrating similiar art pa tterns of different
complexities
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Dawnie 's
Hum an Drawing

~J<Oe'•

V

~

Hum a n Drawing

(Author's sketches of the
c hildren's drawings . )
Figure 13 Human figur e drawi ngs

Dawnie's figure took up two-thirds of the pape r whil e June's figure was about
two inches in heighth and was drawn upside down on one corner of the paper.
Furthe r, as shown in Figure 14, a c hild might draw one picture of
a r epresentation and another very different picture with scribbles only.

The

author had no way of controllin g the many variables which s hould be considered
when analyzing children's art.
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Figure 14. Differe nt art stages demonstrated by the same child
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The findings show there was a higher total frequency of scribble
patterns in ease l painting than in crayon drawings.

In all other stages of

art , the crayon was the most popular instrument and more advanced stages
of art development were demonstrated with crayons .

This caused the author

to think that children use media in different 11ays for different reasons.
Easel painting.

When exa mining the children's pictures for art

patterns both exa miners a nd the author found that it was more difficult to
id entify the patterns in easel (paintings) than in crayon pictures.

One main

reason for this d ifficulty is that in most of the 19 2 pictures analyzed, the
ease l paint was over-layed.

In other words, the child painted over the

same spot of the paper several times and usua lly with different colors.
The tendancy children have to overlay paint a t the ease l l eads the
au thor to believe that children experience ease l painting as a process.

The

paint is a medium with which to exper i ment, a nd which can be manipulated .
It is a medium whic h allows for free large-area movements which are only

limited by the size of the easel paper.

The patterns, lines, and r es ults

are not permanent, but the child can change as often as he wishes and in
a nyway he wis hes before the paint dries.

Some childre n did not us e the brush

for stroking paint in any direction or pattern, but rather squished the bristles
around in the paint

0:1

the paper.

One child very carefully held the brush

c lose to the paper a nd gently waved the brush across the paper letting the
paint drip as it went.
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Not only did childre n mix paint a nd colors through their overlaying
process , but som e children were more interested in mixing pa int in the cups
a nd dumping it back a nd forth into the different cups and stirring it , than they
were in using the paint for pa inting a picture on ease l paper.

Two childre n

went as far as to dump the pa int into the easel trough to mix.
It was not uncommon for a c hild to us e two or three brus hes a t one
time . Som e times the children would paint with the right hand and then
sw itc h the brus h to the le ft hand a nd pa int le ft-ha nded for a while . On one
clay t he author ob served five differe nt c hildre n who painted with a brus h in
the r ight ha nd and a brush in the le ft hand sim ultane ously.

On this particular

day, the author felt at least two of the c hild re n tried this be ca use they had
watc hed another c hild do it.

However, on a ll other occasions children s pon-

ta neo usly used a brush in the left hand a nd one in the r ight ha nd without hav ing observed othe r child ren pa int in this ma nner during the study.

So metimes

c hildre n used no brush a t a ll , but s m eared pa int on the pape r with the ir hands .
There were a lso a few occasions on which c hildre n held two or three
brushes in one hand at one time.

The author did not control the frequency

whic h these events occurred nor wer e the pictures which resulted from this
process s ingl ed out or labeled for specia l a nalys is.
Of the 76 ease l pictures examined , on ly one was ide ntified as be ing
in the r e prese nta tional stage and this was not identified as such by the exa mine r , bu t the c hild told the a uthor his picture was of a telephone.

Two

easel pictures demonstrated diagrams a nd four de monstr ated le tters; a ll
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other pictures done with easel paints were strictly records of scribble
patterns.

This further indicates that ease l paint might be a medium to use

for free-expression, manipulation and large muscle movement for young
children.

This is not a m edium a young c hild usually tries to control as a

means of draw ing repr esentations a nd writing letters until he has mastered
this to some degree with the crayons .
Crayon drawings . In analyzing pictures, it was easier to differentiate art stages done with drayons than those done with easel paints.

Per-

haps to a child, a crayon is much like a pencil and there fore should be used
for more adult-oriented work such as making letters, numbers and represen tatio na l forms .
The a uthor feels the children could have been given a box of crayons
of assorted sizes and colors and that the c hildre n would have enjoyed the
activ ity as much as they did the eight large new crayons .

Ind ividua l chil-

dren would have demonstrated the same art patterns a nd stages as they
demonstrated with large crayons.
Since two c hildren could work at a time at the crayon table, they
could co nverse with one another, observe each othe rs work, and comment
on one anothers pictures . On two occasions a child began poundin g dots onto
his paper with crayons and the child sitting oppos ite imitated the action .
However, even though the action was imitated, the placem ent of the dots a nd
the resu lting pattern could not be duplicated.
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At other times, children talked about what they were painting or
drawing and a child nearby would say "I'm going to make that too . " However,
the results were always different.

It is evident that at ages three and four,

few children have the ability to duplicate exactly ano ther persons lines or art
work , eve n though he may attempt to do so.

This may account for the reason

a child cannot make letters or numbers that are a lways legible at this age .
There were a few times when the author felt children agree to draw
or paint pictures only because the author requested it.

For example, some

children expressed a preference to paint at the easel but would agree to use
the crayons after painting at the ease l because the a uthor requested it or because he needed so mething to do while waiting for a turn at the easel or waiting for other children to return to the La b.
Early in the study, one of the three new boys who was dropped from
the study was willing to do many pictures with the crayons but refused to work
with the ease l paints.

Another new child drew many crayon pictures before

feeling comfortable enough to try the easel paints.
On the other hand, many new children were fascinated with the easel
paints a nd used them seve ral times before being content to return to the crayons
with which they were familiar.

When the double ease l was placed in one lab

the first week, two new children were so excited about the easel, which was
already occupied by three children, that the two new children insisted on working together o n the same piece of paper.

Neither could be persuaded to wait
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until there was a nother space at the ease l a nd both appeared to enjoy working
together on the same pape r ; much conve r sation went on between them as they
worked.

Proble ms Encountered by Taking Groups of Children Out to Paint and Color

The author found that , a lthough there was enough easel and table
space to accommodate fou r to six c hildre n in the hallway, having more than
two childre n in the hallway at a time presented many problem s.
The author could not liste n to c hildre n's com me nts and conversations,
a nd be aware of art processes the children were going through, a t the sa me
ti me s he was attempting to be awa r e of s uc h things a s the ord er in which the
child re n c hose ease l paints and how c rayons a nd brushes were held.
It was difficult to tim e the completion of the art projects so tha t a ll

child ren finished at the same time.

Some childre n had to sit idly , wander

around, or make many pictures while they were wa iting for s lower children
to finish up pictures.

If a child in the group ha d to be returned to the lab be-

fore the r es t of the group was ready, a decis ion had to be made as to wha t to
do with those children not r eady to return.

Ta king more than two childre n

out a t one time did not save time a nd ofte n took more time.
The author would not take no n-sample children with sample childre n .
The non-sample children were pleasa nt to have, but it took extra time a nd
m ateria ls to include these childre n in the art a ctivities.
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Color sequence.

On four sepa r a te days, the author intentionally

arranged the paints on the easel with the r ed pa in t on the child 's right,
ye llow in the middle and blue on the left.
co lors eac h child started with.

The author then recorded which

Twenty-four children pa inted 26 pictures at

the ease l during those four days with the following results:
13 pictures were started with Red

1 picture was started with Yellow

11 pictures were started with Blue
This would support stud ies (Brunson, 1967; Cocohran , 1954) which
indicate c hildren at ages three a nd four yea rs select the paint located at the
e nd of the easel first, rather than s e lecting paint because of color prefe rence .
Ge ne ral comments on art.
pictures while they were working.

Ve ry few children conversed about the ir
Many children discussed events that had

occurred a t hom e or school as they worked, but they did not aLtach their comments to wha t they were putting on paper.

TI1ere we re some children who

did draw pictures that told a s tory or they mad e comments that in some way
id entifi ed a n eve nt in their picture.
ch ild 's comments:

Following a re four such pictur es and the
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Ricky: "You're on fire because you didn't have your tennis shoes on when
lightening hit you. "

Figure 15. Rickey's picture and comments
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Terrall : "This is where we went camping. (Terr a ll drew as he talked. )
This is Edmonton (center of picture) . Then we drove for a
long way (all the circular patterns around the center mark) ,
and had a tent here that we stayed in (the object in the lower
left corner. " Terrall went on to talk about the camping trip
and about Edmonton where they live only during the summer.

Figure 16. Terrall 's picture a nd comments
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Paul became almost silly as he drew this picture and as he worked
he laughed and made up a dialogue about the two cars which had to
be wound - up before they would go anywhere, but they were going
to run into each other so he decided to make a stop sign so they
wouldn't crash.
Figure 17.

Paul's picture and comments

As previously mentioned (Figure 14, page 84), it was interesting
to note that the same child would occasionally display very different art
stages in different pictures.

On the other hand, some children's pictures

were repititious of the same petterns .

(See Figure 18.)
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Figure 18. Repetitious art patterns
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Art patterns.

As shown in Figures 8 and 9, page 65, 66, the

vertica l lin e was by far the most fr eque nt scribble found in both easel a nd
crayon pictures, with diagonal , horizontal , curved lines being next.
Kellogg (1969) states that these pa tterns are the easiest to m ake,
because of the ir high frequency in the 192 pictures analyzed for this study,
the author would agree with Ke llo gg.
Circles / ovals were the most frequent diagram patterns . Square/
r ecta ngles occurred a bout half as ofte n as the circles and the rest of the diagr a ms occurred rarely.

The circl e is probably the easiest diagra m to draw

a nd is likely to occur in a child's art crea tions before squares .
It appears that child re n will draw s un images and suns with fac es

before they draw humans .
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Figure 19.

Sun/ human images

The human is the first representation which seems to occur in children's
art work.

The author is inclined to feel that children may start by drawing

humans because they are one of the easiest things for young children to conceptualize, and with which to identify.

At this age a c hild is more aware of

his eyes and l egs than of trees and buildings.

Perhaps this is the point in a

child's stage of development when a regulated coordination is beginning to
take place between the hand, the eye and the brain.
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Figure 20. Stages of art development progression from sun images to human
with a body
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Every c hild has his own interpretation a nd var iations in how he draws people .
As a m a tter of fact, individua lity is one of the most pronounced fea tures of
yo ung childre n 's art.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FUTURE STUDY
Summ:1 ry

The purpose of this study wa s to explore different aspects of young
c hildren's a rt work, to learn what affec ts the Utah State University Child
Deve lopme nt Laboratory experienc e has on children's art work and to inves tiga tc the re lationship between young children's discriminatory a bilities a nd

thei r s tages of art development.
Twenty-four children who were ne w to the Laboratory experience
and 24 c hildren returning to l:he Labora tory for a third quarter , comprised
the sa mple of 48 children.

A discrimina tion task consisting of ma tching

a lpha bet le tters, faces and houses was given to eac h child.

Four pictu res,

two painted at the easel and two dra wn with crayons , were collected from
each child .

This made a total of 192 pictures.

The pictures were analyzed

according to the frequency of a rt patterns and the degree of art developm ent .
The art stages and art patterns were compared to the discrimination scores
of each child.

The pictures for the child ren who were new to th e Laboratory

were compared to the pictures of the c hildren who had been in the Laboratory
for at leas t 18 weeks, and easel paintings were compared to crayon drawings
for d egree of art development.
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It was found that children who have been in the Laboratory for 18

weeks o r longer demonstrated a greater freque ncy of art patterns.

However,

the new gToup of children drew an equal number o f pictorial representations
or advanced ar t stages.

All child ren in advanced stages of art were three

and a half years of age or older.

There fo re , it was felt age and maturation

play an im portant part in a c hild 's art development.

However , in the area of

learned forms, it was found that childre n with experience in the Laboratory
used more le tters and num erals in their art work than those c hildren who had
not had Laboratory experience.

It was felt that the greater interest in learned

forms expr essed by the third quarter gro up of children was a direct res ult
of their ex pe rience in the Utah State University Child Development Laboratory.
It appears that discrimina tion, a t the age of three and four years,

are not important factors influenc ing children's a rt.

There was insignifi-

cant re lationship between child ren 's discrim ination s cores and their leve l
of ar t development.
Evidence indicated that crayons are used for more adva nced stages
of art a nd that easel paint is an ex plora tory med ium for the young c hile! .
Children de monstrate advanced stages of art development with crayons
ea rlier in their art experiences than they do with easel paints.

Conclusion

From this study it may be conc lud ed that children incorporate into
the ir art those symbols and representations which have m eaning to t.he m .
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The symbo ls selected by them as a product of maturational and life experience
influences . Young children with typical li fe experie nces depict sun images,
persons, a nd houses, but children who have encountered learning opportunities
in the Child Development Laboratory are more likely to add letters and num erals as forms a nd shapes which ha ve personal meaning to them.

In addition,

the leve l of development demonstrated by a ch ild is influenced by, and to some
extend depends on, the nature of the media in use at any particular time.

Recommendations

1.

At present, there is littl e research dealing with children's art

work prior to the representationa l stage.

More extensive research needs to

be clone on children's art work prior to this stage of art development.
2.

In order to reinforce the finding of this study, which demon-

strated that children with experience in 1he Laboratory incorporate more
learned forms in their art work than c hildren without Laboratory experience,
further study should be mad e of the processes through which childre n progress in the area of learned art forms.
3.

A study should be designed in which both crayon and ea s e l paint-

ings are done on the easel and in which both are also done on the table and
then compared for stages of art de velopment to see if the angle of the paper
and of the c hild's ar m influences which a rt stages a child will de mons trate .
4.

A braoder, more long-range study needs to be designed to see if

children of a ll cultures go through the same stages of art development a nd at
the same ages.
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5.

A m or e extens i ve study could deterim e the r e la tions hip betwee n

e nvironment, econo mics and socml class , age, sex a nd various experiences
a nd the rate at which c hild re n advance through s ta ges of art develo pm ent.
6.

Furthe r study on how c hi ldren ho ld the ir brushes a nd/or c r ayons

a nd whe n a nd how they make the transition fro m the fist-grip to a three- fin ger hold.

Suc h a study mi ght give more insight as to when and how a child' s

mind, hands and eyes begin working together in art activities .
7.

More need s to be known about the in fluence of pa per - s i ze on

childre n 's crea ti vi ty.
8.

A study could further investigate the affec t s te ncils, colorin g

books , and pa tterned drawin g has on you ng c hildren's creativity.

The

crea tivity o f c hildre n who have con tinually used c oloring books c ould be com pared to c hildre n who rarely or never use colorin g b ooks . A s tudy could be
designed to see if child ren actually stay inside the l ine s they have d r awn
themse lves bette r than the lines someone else has drawn for the m.
9.

More needs to be known about the re lations hip between c hild ren' s

visua l d iscrimina tion a nd their physical developm ent.
10 .

P erhaps a more extensive study us ing different combina tion s of

the 24 s miling a nd frownin g faces 1 co uld be used to discern discrimina tion
abilities .

How m any fa ces can a three or four year old visua lly deal with at

1

Manufactured by Creative Playthings, P r inc e ton , New J e r sey.
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one time? Would a combination of smiling a nd frowning faces be easier to
discriminate between than a series of all smiling or all frowning faces?
Would discrimin ation be easier or more difficult if the faces were arranged
so that a ll faces with the same kinds of facial c ha racteristic s were together
or if they were separated by faces with differe nt facial features? Do children us ua lly match the same faces incorrectly because of specific faci a l
similariti es? What facial character istics does a child look at first, the eyes,
the nose, or the mouth? Do most c hild ren identify or look at the same facial
characteristic first?
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Appendix A
Art Analyzing Data Sheet

Child's Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pi ctur e Number_ _ _ _ __
Examiner:
Basic scribbles
1.

DOT

2.

Single and Multiple VERTICAL lines

3.

Single a nd Multiple HORIZONTAL lines

4.

Single a nd Multiple DIAGONAL lines

1

\I ~~\
5 . Single a nd Multipl e CURVE D lines

6.

Open and Enclosed ROVING lin es

7.

ZIGZAG or WAVING lines

8.

Single and Multiple LOOP lines

x_

~_{
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9.

SPIRAL line

·(:)
10.

®

Overlaid and Circumference Multiple-line

fill
11.

CIRCLE

(J}

Spread -out CIRCULAR lines

tW~

Diagrams
1.

RECTANGLE and SQUARE

2.

Crossed and Imperfect uncrossed OVAL and CIRCLE

3.

TRIANGLE

4.

GREEK CROSS

5.

DIAGONAL CROSS

6.

ODD SHAPES

0

D

><

LJ
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COMBINES a nd AGGREGATES
COMBINE (a unit of TWO diagrams--separated or joined)

l.

[J8

0 2 --oval and c i rcle

.

0

.

.

List Diagra ms Used:

2 . AGGRE GATES (a unit of THREE or mor e diagrams separate
or joined)
Li st D iagrams used:

SUN IMAGES
l.

Begi nning Sun

2.

Hum a n/ Sun

,8/u,

~ "--- /
- ~- ' ---

S INGLE PICTORIAL REPR ESENTAT IONS
l.

HUMAN
a.

FACE ONLY
Ha i r
_ _Eyes
Ea rs

Nose
_ _Mouth
_ _Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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b.

FACE WITH LIMBS EXTENDING FROM HEA D
_ _Stick limbs

c.

_ _enclosed limbs

FACE, BODY WITH BODY PARTS ATTAC HE D
_ _ Legs
_ _Hands
_

_ _Arms

_ _Other:

Is sex Identifiable? _ _Yes

~

c:::::;
_ -

_ _ Feet

Fingers _ _

_ _ Fema le

<'_;::::;-~

_ _Ma le

_ _No
Other comments a bout the Human Figure: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.

ANIMALS
Is Animal identifiable? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

BUILDING

4.

VEGETATION
_ _ F lowers
_ _

Trees

_ _Grass
_ _Other

5.

T RANS PORTATION
Name if identifiable: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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COMBINE D PICTORIALS

Id entify representations:

LEARNED FORMS

1.

LETTERS

Are these lette rs in the c hild' s Name?

_ _Yes
_ _No

2.

NUMBERS

3 . Other patterns
Name patterns:

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS FROM EXAMINER CONCERNING TilE ATTACHED
PICTURE .
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Appendix B
Instruc tions for Art Analyzing Data Sheet

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR DATA SHEETS
1.

C irc le yo ur name o r initials at the top of page one and pa ge two.

2.

Circle the number in front of eac h form apparent. , e. g.
1.

Dot

2.

Zigzag

3.

Hori zontal line

DIAGRAM S
1.

Rectangle

2.

Circle

3.

Greek Cross

3. BASIC SCRIDBLES : Circle the number of EVER Y scribble tha t is evident.
4.

DIAGRAMS: Ci r cle the number of EVERY diagram which is evi de nt.
If m ore than one diagram is evident , li s t them as combines or aggregates

in the foll ow ing s ection.
5.

COMBINES & AGGREGATES: A picture ca nnot be both a n aggregate and
a combine as defined on ~he data sheet. If the picture is one of these,
circle whi ch. List the diagrams used by listing the number with the
letter D in front of it (e. g. , Dl - rectangle, D3 - cross). If scribbles
are al so in the picture, but not a pa •·t of th e combine , list the scr ibbles
separately by listing the number with an S (Sl-Dot, S7 -z igzag, etc. ).
It is not necessary to li st whi c h scribble s a r e used to compose a diagram.

6.

SUN IM AGES: A sun im age ca n include diagra ms 1 , 2, 3, and 6 with a
series of lines extending fro m the outer lin e or going through the diagra m
as the exa mple on the da ta s hee t s hows.

7.

SINGLE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATIONS: (a picture with one representa tion only)
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Human -a.

Face Only:

Circle letter "a" if the child has drawn just the
face or human head without limb s or body.
Check the facial characteristics which are
incorporated into the picture. It may be difficult to differentiate between the Human/ Sun
and the face only. If it is difficult, put the
face in either category and make a note that it
was difficult to class ify .

b.

Face with Limbs: This a lso may be difficult to distinguish
from human/ sun. If more than four lines
extend from the head, it should probably be
listed as a Human/ Sun.

c.

Face with body a nd parts: Check all parts used on the
figure.
Add a ny comments or questions about the hum a n figure which
m ay be of interest or which might require further inves tigation.

Animals, Vegetation, Buildings, Transporta tion: In circling these items it is
not necessary to identify tJ10se scribbles and diagrams used to create the
a nim al s, e tc. If a scribble or diagram appears in ADDITION TO the
representation, those should be listed under those categories.
If a diagram ap pears to be a picture or representation, but you are uncertain, e ither classify it as a pictorial representation a nd note your uncertainl0'--or--classify it as an aggregate and note that it might be an
attempt a t drawing a representation and identify which representation
is being attempted.

8

COMBINE PICTORIALS: A picture which Includes tow or more of the
above.

9.

LEARNED FORMS: Circle the number if letters or numbers are ev id ent
in the picture. Check if the letters are or are not in the c hild's name .
If the child has written hi s name in the upper le ft hand corner where his
name norma lly appears, the c hild has most like ly written it for id e ntification purposes a nd is not likely experimenting with letters as a part of his
art experimentations.
If it appears that there are letters or numbers in the picture which
might have been written by an adult rather than a child, note this on the
data shee t.

Other Patterns: If any diagra m or form is a pparent which appears to
have been learned from an adult or an older child, note and list it in this
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~ection.
For example, if a rabbit appears thus ly the child
has probably l ea rned how to draw it from an adult rather
than expe rimenting a nd using his own inia tive .

10 . Add a ny comm e nts which you think are of interest or might be important
con ce rning thi s picture.
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